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ABSTRACT
This study investigates the uses and practices around the consumption of printed
media in the London Transport Network. In particular, it focuses on the consumption
of free newspapers on the Tube and commuting train lines. The project aims to
contribute to the study of the use of ubiquitous technology in a mobile urban context
by analysing closely a widespread activity within the London commuting network.
An ethnographic approach was taken, applying methodological observations of
behaviour to commuters travelling on the Tube and trains. A total of 210 individuals
were observed and descriptions of their behaviour written down in the form of
ethnographic description. Additional information from sources such as newspapers
exemplars, National Readership surveys and profiles, were used to complement and
support the data collected. The data were analysed using grounded theory. The study
presents a view of commuters as a fluid, informal community of strangers, with a
common link, the daily use of the London Transport Network. Free newspapers are
one visible symbol of this. They also help commuters reinforce the sense of belonging
to a community whose members are anonymous and unknown. It exposes how the
observance of the “community rules”, i.e. the social norms that regulate the
commuting experience, govern the practices around the use and sharing of
newspapers. It shows how commuters, while using the same newspapers as
instruments for observing these norms, are able to transform the spaces they cohabit.
It reflects on considerations of how time is reckoned when travelling by Tube and
train, and the relations such temporal flows have with the way newspapers are
consumed. This study exposes some of the implications that its findings can have for
the design of mobile technology and digital content. It stresses how designing for
commuting should consider the mood and social rules observed when travelling and
the subjective perceptions of time and space. It also underlines how designs should
help the user to accomplish the goals of observing civil inattention, gaining privacy
and claiming personal space. Last, it reflects on the importance of providing digital
context-aware content, tailored to the setting and ready to be consumed and
introduces a model of digital e-pads in order to illustrate how a system for the
distribution of digital content for commuters can be inspired by the results of this
fieldwork.
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CHAPTER 1.
1.1.

INTRODUCTION

Aim of the Study

Writing is perhaps the first information technology, and the most ubiquitous one
in urban life (Weiser, 1991). Everyday, people in transit are recipients of a vast
amount of written information conveyed by printed media. On the Tube in particular,
free newspapers can be found virtually everywhere. Borrowing its methodological
approach from Material Culture studies, this study focuses on free newspapers, in
order to uncover the social and cultural practices that they elicit. It intends to
contribute to the study of the use of ubiquitous technology, particularly the one
designed for the consumption of media, in a mobile urban context.
In order to analyse first hand how people on the go consume media, this project
takes an ethnographic approach, applying methodological observations of behaviour
to commuters using the Tube and trains.
Free newspapers were chosen because of their pervasiveness and ubiquitousness
in the commuting transport network. They can be seen anywhere, almost at anytime
and are almost always available around the commuter. One can count on them as
something to read on the spur of the moment. Free newspapers act as a carrier of
ubiquitous content in a specific mobility context: the London commuting network.
The benefits of a close study of this form of ubiquitous content for the Human
Computer Interaction (HCI) community are numerous. To name a few: informing the
consumption of media when using public transport; raise issues and act as inspiration
for solutions related to the access, distribution and consumption of ubiquitous content;
informing the design of digital content and digital news sites, and the design of
technologies to be used on the go.
There are many studies that focus on mobile devices in HCI. They are covered in
the literature review (CH2). However, with a few exceptions, they seem to be lacking
a deep understanding of how the context of mobility influences the consumption of
media. The present study contributes to bridge this gap. This project is set to provide a
close analysis of an activity that takes place in an environment that heavily influences
the user, an environment that is unpredictable and always changing, sometimes very
abruptly. As such, it is impossible to reproduce in a laboratory setting, and
notoriously difficult to observe. It is hoped that the methodological approach adopted
here will serve as a model for future HCI studies of mobility.

1.2.

Contents

Chapter 2 – Literature review – gives an overview of the relevant literature from
both an HCI and a Social Sciences perspectives. It covers studies concerned about the
substitution of paper by digital platforms and studies of mobility; in particular, those
that focus on public transport users. Last, it reviews briefly HCI ethnographic and
qualitative studies conducted in the Underground, and identifies a lack of research
tackling the consumption of media in the public transport network.
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Chapter 3 – Methodological approach and research method – explains the
approach taken when designing this research project and the methods followed in
order to collect and analyse the data; namely, methodological observations of
behaviour and grounded theory.
Chapter 4 – Data Chapter – presents the body of the data collected by describing
the life cycle of a free newspaper consumed within the London commuting network,
and the social practices constructed around this consumption. After a brief account of
how free newspapers were conceived, their readership and circulation, it goes on to
describe how free newspapers are acquired, read, carried around and, finally, either
disposed of or re-used and shared.
Chapter 5 – Analysis Chapter – presents the analysis of data, supported by the
existing literature. It exposes a view of commuters as a community whose rules
govern the practices around the use of newspapers. It also shows how commuters use
these newspapers as instruments for complying within the norms, and how by doing
so, they transform the space around them. Last, it reflects on the perception of time
when travelling and the effect that it has on the way newspapers are read.
Chapter 6 – Implications for Design Chapter – discusses the implications that the
findings of the present study have for the design of mobile technology and content. It
presents aspects of commuting that need to be understood when designing mobile
content. It suggests design recommendations for technologies that would support
mobile content. Last, in order to illustrate these implications it introduces a model of
ubiquitous digital pads inspired both in Weiser’s ideas (1991) of ubiquitous
computing and the results of this research project.
Chapter 7 – Conclusion Chapter – discusses the contributions of this study to
HCI, summarising its findings and gaps that have been addressed. It also outlines
possibilities for future work. Finally, it reflects on the limitations inherent to this
project.
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CHAPTER 2.

LITERATURE REVIEW

This project aims to convey an in-depth picture of how the use of a ubiquitous
media carrier, such as free newspapers, is shaped by the context in which it takes
place: the London commuting network. In order to do this, it relies on both the Social
Sciences and HCI literature.
In this chapter, I will first review briefly two anthropological concepts regarding
the role that newspapers play in building communities. Afterwards I will explore
some of the issues surrounding newspapers that have been studied in HCI; namely,
the use of paper versus digital text and the design of middleware to replace traditional
paper- based newspapers. In the last three sections I will review relevant studies of
mobility from both the Social Sciences and HCI disciplines.

2.1.

The role of newspapers – An anthropological perspective

It would be too lengthy and perhaps overwhelming to review here what experts in
media studies or literature, sociologists, anthropologists and historians have to say
about newspapers. However, two things have been written about them outside the
HCI community that have turned out to be very relevant to my thesis:
The first is anthropologist Benedict Anderson (1983)’s argument about the role of
newspapers in the creation of what he calls “imagined communities”. Anderson
argues that the development of print as a commodity made it possible for growing
numbers of people to relate themselves to anonymous others in new ways. The reader
is aware that while he is reading his newspaper, thousands of others whose identity he
has not the slightest notion of are doing the same thing. At the same time, he observes
replicas of his own paper being consumed in the subway and other public places and
he is reassured that the “imagined world” is rooted in everyday life. In this way,
newspapers play an important role in reinforcing the sense of belonging to a
community whose members are anonymous and unknown.
The second is the idea of newspapers as a commodity to be consumed. The kind
of newspaper that a person reads is a consumption choice. According to Miller
(1995), by exercising consumption choices people negotiate their identity. Thus, the
choice of newspaper becomes part of the readers’ identity (Abercromie & Warde,
2000), and part of the image that they project to the strangers around them (Billam,
1995).

2.2.

Paper versus digital text

Within the HCI literature, the concern about newspapers revolves around a
question: what is going to happen with paper. As this study will show, many practices
constructed around the uses of newspapers are related to the tangibility of paper. Is it
possible that with the advent of digital text, text as a physical object will end up
disappearing altogether?
The importance of text as physical object in facing the disembodied world of
computer-mediated communication (CMC) has been studied from a material culture
perspective. Brenda Danet (1997) reflects on the intangibility and ethereality of CMC,
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as opposed to the traditional physicality and durability associated with writing. The
aura of texts, including the changes occurred over time, the fingerprints, annotations,
etc, is now being eroded. Since ancient Mesopotamia when books were heavy baskets
of clay tablets to the current day, the media supporting written text has become
gradually lighter, less bulky and more portable. Digital text seems to be the next step.
Within the HCI discipline Sellen and Harper (2003) analyse the underlying
reasons why people continue to user paper in the workplace. They look at many uses
of paper in different kinds of workplaces, finding three kinds of reasons why people
use paper despite the many digital technologies on offer:
1. The co-evolution of paper and work practices: paper and office work have
been coexisting together for many years, making it difficult to set apart one
from the other and introduce new practices.
2. The need for better design on digital technologies: Digital technologies
designed to substitute paper are not adequately conceived to meet the task on
hand and support the user in achieving his/her goals.
3. The many affordances of paper make it the best choice for multiple tasks. For
instance, paper is flexible and light so it affords spreading around on a desk,
which supports the goal of being able to read across a set of documents and to
compare and contrast the information in them.
They advocate looking at paper use as a design resource in order to inspire new
design concepts. Harper and Sellen do not envisage the end of the use of paper in the
office happening any time soon. Paper has an important role as a temporary medium.
“The paperless office is a myth, not because people fail to achieve their goals but
because they know too well that their goals cannot be achieved without paper” (2003,
p.212). In this study, I will also reflect on the goals met through the use of newspapers
in traditional format to inform the design of paperless alternatives.
Although it does not seem that ubiquitous computers are going to replace paper, at
least not any time soon, a number of HCI studies and designs have sought to mimic
somehow the physical properties of paper when devising new display technologies
and user interfaces.
These studies can be classified into two categories:
1. Those that focus on improving the experience of reading digital text. Among
them, Wang et al (2006) n-reader and Kamba et al. (1995) interactive personalised
newspaper both deal with the personalization and displays of news contents; Marshall
and Bly (2005) seek to analyse how people save and use information that they
encounter while reading, highlighting the value that people derive from saving and
sharing the material they run into during the course of everyday reading. Chu et al
(2004) present their prototype of “realistic documents” in a digital library, a dynamic
representation of a physical document that imitates the way it looks in nature. Their
system allows the user to grasp and manipulate groups of pages to move to different
parts of the book, employs a flipping gesture to control page flipping and even page
staining to indicate usage.
2. Other studies focus on the design of portable middleware. Among them, Gallant
et al (2008) present their Foldable Imput Device, a prototype of Organic User
Interface that simulates flexible displays in 3D graphical windows that behave
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according to the physics of real sheets of paper. Other projects based on new portable
display technologies include Deutsche-Telekom ePaper and e-Ink projects (2005,
2008), Martin (1995) vision of the future tablet Newspaper, and Hinckley et al (2009)
dual-screen tablet computer, to name a few.
However, although mobile devices are supposed to be used in a mobility context,
none of these projects seem to be informed by a deep understanding of how media is
consumed in such a context. The rapid changes on the environment that happen when
on the move pose a challenge when looking for a way to “capture” the idea in order to
support design. These dynamic context changes are central to the actions of the
people moving and should be relevant when designing technology to be used “on the
move”.
It is certainly a very different scenario reading a newspaper whilst having
breakfast in the garden on a Sunday morning, compared to the experience of just
picking up a used paper lying around while standing in a packed carriage on the way
to work. What makes these experiences so different is the context in which the
activity of “reading a newspaper” is situated. In our case, mobility is the constant and
the ever-changing context.

2.3.

Understanding mobility: a Social Sciences’ perspective

Mobility is a broad concept. It encompasses trans-national movements of people,
commodities and information as well as processes, local transport and movement
across the city. Mobility is about highly mobile global elites and networked
professionals commuting to work every morning, but it also involves migrants,
refugees and homeless people who spend their lives on the move.
Relevant to this project is the kind of mobility that concerns daily commuters,
using the Tube and commuting rail transport. My interest is about people commuting,
and what they do whilst they travel. Sociologist John Urry states that, contrary to
much transport research, the time we spent travelling is not dead time that we always
seek to minimise. Activities do occur while on the move, and being on the move
involves a set of occasioned activities (Lyons & Urry, 2005).
But how do we study forms of travel such as the daily commute? They have
become so mundane that they are taken for granted. According to Urry, new forms of
mobile ethnography, which involve participation in patterns of movement while
conducting ethnographic research following the movement of people or things, have
emerged recently (Schein, 2002; Morris, 2004; Spitulnik, 2002; Laurier, 2002;
Baerenholdt et al., 2004).
Others such as Orvar Lofgren (2008) study daily commuters by taking an
historical approach to rail travel, exposing how even the most mundane and taken for
granted activities involved in travelling are acquired cultural skills. Standing in a
queue, waiting, the handling of crowds, catching a glance and in general what Michel
de Certeau (1984) calls the “tactics of travelling” are first mastered and then
naturalised into reflexes, Lofgren notes. But, there was a time, around 1830, when
passengers had to learn that standing on the roof or jumping from a moving train was
not a good idea! (Wolmar, 2007; p.43).
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Passengers were not used to situations such as sharing a compartment with
strangers, claiming their luggage or buying tickets. The first generations of rail
travellers had to develop strategies for marking their territory, keeping distances or
observing without staring. They had to learn to behave in an appropriate and safe
way. A social etiquette had to be experimented and set to work. In order to help,
publications such as “The rail traveller handy book” (1892), advised travellers to keep
a low profile of interaction with fellow passengers avoiding sensitive political or
theological discussions, and recommended reading as an “excellent weapon of
defence against bores” (Smullen, 1968)
For the first time passengers were forced to glance at each other for minutes, or
even hours without speaking, beginning to master what Goffman defines as “civil
inattention”:
“...One gives to another enough visual notice to demonstrate that one
appreciates that the other is present, while at the next moment withdrawing
one’s attention from him so as to express that he does not constitute a target of
special curiosity or design” (Goffman, 1963a, p84).
Goffman’s work on observing urban mobility is very relevant to studies of
contemporary urban mobility practices. Indeed, Goffman’s insights have proven to be
crucial to the present study, as the data collected from fieldwork on the Tube showed
how many of Goffman’s observations were still accurate and valid today. Levine et al
(1973), in a study comprising field observations in Boston and New York Subways,
also corroborate empirically the validity of Goffman’s concepts in the study of
Subway behaviour.
These days using public transport is a common mundane activity and the rules of
social behaviour in trains and in rail and subway stations have been mastered by
commuters and incorporated into their routines. Commuters move around public
spaces, finding their way through the crowds without thinking twice. In-between
places, they occupy temporarily a space with distinct qualities that differentiate it
from the static places.
Reflecting on this last point, French anthropologist Marc Auge (1995) notes the
existence in our contemporary world of places and what he calls non-places, a
distinction that derives from the opposition between place and space. Places are
relational, historical and concerned with identity. Non-places do not have any of these
qualities: airports, shopping malls, railway stations, hotel lobbies and motorways. The
word non-place encompasses two complementary realities: spaces formed in relation
to certain ends (transport, transit, commerce, leisure) and the relations that individuals
have with these spaces. Non-places, Auge argues, create “solitary contractuality”.
Alone but one of many, the user of the non-place, in our case the London transport
network, is reminded often of his contractual obligations: for instance, in the London
Underground, he has to wave his oyster card when entering and leaving the system,
and he is now been encouraged to register it, giving his identity away. But once he
enters the space of the non-place, he is relieved of his usual determinants. He
becomes just “a passenger”. He obeys the same code as others and receives the same
messages.
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The kind of mobility relevant to this project involves commuters using public
transport and the activities that occur while on the move. We have seen how even the
most basic and mundane of those activities are cultural skills acquired through years
of railway travel. Passengers had to learn how to behave whilst facing others, and
became masters in what Goffman calls “civil inattention”. Last, we have seen how
spaces such as the London Underground network have two distinctive characteristics:
first, they are formed to meet an end, transport in this case; second, by using them the
commuter tacitly signs off a contract by virtue of which he or she is expected to
conform to a code common with other passengers.

2.4.

Mobility in HCI

Coming back to the HCI literature, mobility has also been the subject of attention
in urban computing, which investigates the ways in which technologies shape or are
shaped1 by the urban space, with a particular focus on the activities that can be
undertaken “on the go”: How to work effectively between here and there; which
information technologies can help to distract us while we “kill the time”, dealing with
our being “not here nor there” status.
Urban spaces provide rich contexts for various activities. They provide a stage for
an endless list of leisure and work activities: shopping, walking, sightseeing, meeting
up, eating, playing, etc. Accordingly within this range of activities, four broad areas
of HCI research into mobility in urban spaces have been noted (Dourish, Anderson &
Nafus, 2007):
1. Mobility is seen as problematic and framed as a disconnection from normal
working conditions that needs to be overcome with the help of technology. In this
category we can place research such as Perry, Harper & Sellen (2001)’s study of
mobile workers, aiming to better understand the role of technology and artifacts in
mobile work and to identify opportunities for the development of appropriate
technological solutions to support mobile work. Part of the research on this area has
dealt with issues such as limited battery life, network connections, portability etc.
(Wilberg and Ljungberg 1999).
2. Mobility is also seen as problematic and framed as dislocation, i.e.- the user is
displaced and in need of orientation- with technology once again solving the problem
by helping the user to find the way through (GPS navigation systems, guides). An
example of this category is Cheverst, Davies, Mitchell & Friday (2000) context aware
tourist guide.
3. Studies focused on disruption, in the sense that technology somehow disrupts
the surrounding space, for instance, when a mobile phone rings in the middle of a
meeting, or in a restaurant. Systems sensitive to context and location would fall into
this category, such as Agre (2001).

1

Without entering the discussion around the social shaping of technology, the present study standpoint is that while technology might influence changes in society, when it is adopted it becomes part of
a social context already established that inevitably, as it happens with any commodity, is going to
shape its consumption. (Miller,1995)
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4. Only recently, there have been approaches to mobility not as a problem but as
the focus of creative interactions that explore movement, seeing mobility as an
everyday fact and an opportunity. In this category we can frame projects such as:
Bassoli et al. “Undersound” (2006), a system which offers the users the possibility of
sharing their music in the London Underground; Paulos and Goodman “the familiar
stranger device” (2004), a wireless device and mobile phone based application that
allows us to detect the presence of our “familiar strangers”2 somewhere near us; and
“can you see me now” (Benford et al. 2006), a game that creates a hybrid space
between physically and virtually present participants in the streets of Sheffield.
The present project falls within the last category, for that it frames mobility as a
complex term that goes beyond simple spatial concerns. It is not a problematic
deviation of static activity whose consequences need to be mitigated with the help of
technology. Technology in a mobile context can be studied as an artifact around
which social and cultural practices are constructed, moving away from the conception
of technology as a tool for problem solving.
In line with the last approach and within the HCI community very few
ethnographic and qualitative studies have been conducted in the Underground. In
what follows, an overview of some of them is given.

2.5.

HCI, mobility and the Underground

Very few studies in HCI have dealt with the kind of mobility at the centre of this
project and taken an ethnographic methodological approach to its study. None of
them, I argue, have an in depth focus on the consumption of newspapers, or any kind
of media in general.
Among previous research carried out in the Underground, Basolli, Brewer and
Martin (2006)’s study is the one that has the broadest scope. They focused on “both
the individual and the collective experience of the Underground by looking at not
only the technologies found and used within the Tube, but also the ways in which
riders interacted with one another and the space itself which sometimes occurred by
means of these technologies”. However, although they do comment on issues such as
people keeping themselves demonstratively engaged with technologies to avoid
looking at other people, or technology mediating collective experience, they do not
elaborate much on these themes. Nor do they go into more detailed descriptions of
how people behave.
Janet Vertesi’s (2004) study of the Tube Map as London’s User Interface is a
deeper ethnographic study, exploring how and for whom the Tube Map represents the
city of London. Vertesi analyses how the Tube map “structures the ways in which
users of London conceptually organize, understand and interact with the city” (p.1).
Her study informs the understanding of local civil interfaces, which has implications
for the design of, for instance, GIS systems, city hall websites or voting machines.
However, although it is, in my opinion, a methodologically thorough and interesting
study, Vertesi’s research does not deal with the consumption of media.

2

Individuals that we repeatedly observe and yet do not directly interact with (Paulos and Goodman,
2004).
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Last, there is Belloni, Tholander, and Holmquist’ study (2009), which relies on
cultural probes and interviews to capture aspects of what Stockolm subway riders find
important during their commute and what kind of activities they engage in. Their
scope is general and their results are contradictory: they highlight the common civil
inattention3 and the ambivalence of public transportation as a crowded and lonesome
environment as examples of what their users had to say about the experience of
commuting. Yet, they also state how their users find the lack of social interaction in
the Underground as something to change. The fact that they fail to comment on this
contradiction possibly reflects both a lack of analysis and the lack of validity of
interviewing as a method to record people’s behaviour. They problematise mobility in
the way criticised by Dourish, Anderson & Nafus (2007), trying to find in technology
the solution to the consequences of being mobile.
Although ethnography has been used in HCI before as a methodological approach
to the study of mobility in the Underground, these studies are not numerous and have
not focused on the consumption of free newspapers, nor on the consumption of media
as such. My study bridges this gap and by doing so will hopefully enrich the
understanding of how content is consumed in a mobile context and will inform the
design of technologies that can contribute to solve the newspaper industry’s crisis.

2.6.

Conclusion

To conclude, let us summarize how the present project picks up on previous work.
This study draws both on the sociological and HCI studies of mobility, to carry out an
ethnographic study on the London Tube and some commuting train lines. It has a very
concrete focus in something that has not been studied before in detail: The free
newspapers that have become so ubiquitous in the public transport. The aim is to
uncover the social and cultural practices that they elicit. While doing so, I am also
hoping to enrich the understanding of how media is consumed when mobile and to
reflect on issues related to ubiquitous content and ubiquitous access to content in
order to inform the design of portable digital technologies.

3

Belloni, Holmquist and Tholander mention that their interviewers pointed to the common civil
inattention in their journey, but they do not elaborate on this concept nor do they reference it back to
Goffman (1966).
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CHAPTER 3.
METHODOLOGICAL
RESEARCH METHOD

APPROACH

AND

This study is an ethnography of the practices built around the use of free
newspapers in the public transport network. Methodological observation of behaviour
and ethnographic description were used as data collection methods. The data were
subsequently analysed using Grounded Theory. The relevant literature was reviewed
and used to support the claims resulting from the analysis of data.

3.1.

Approach

It is challenging to focus on something as mundane as people in transit and
newspapers. We are all used to taking the Tube everyday and reading a newspaper,
and so watching others doing it seems very natural and over-familiar. For this reason,
and in order to be able to create a space for critical reflection and to explore new
possibilities for the design of technologies, we need to take a step back and make the
familiar strange. That is, we have to defamiliarise ourselves with our everyday
commuting practices and observe them through the lens of a stranger (Bell, Blythe &
Sengers, 2005).
What we take today for granted as the only possible way of doing things, was
perhaps very different one hundred years ago. Possibly, an outsider to our
cosmopolitan culture would also see it as strange and questionable.
Methodological observation of behaviour and ethnographic description offer a
chance to step aside and become a spectator of our own naturalised experiences. This
approach, common practice for sociologists and anthropologists, is not alien to HCI.
Ethnographic studies of the workplace and the home have become common in HCI,
and they cannot help but make technologies strange (Bell, Blythe & Sengers, 2005).
But, as Bell argues, it is by questioning the assumptions inherent in everyday objects
that HCI has opened up ways towards more innovative and better designs.

3.2

Data collection: Methodological observation of behaviour

Methodological observation of behaviour was chosen among other qualitative data
collection methods, such as interviews, because it is considered to be the best
approach to developing trustworthy accounts of people’s behaviour and activity
patterns (Johnson & Sackett, 2000). According to Johnson and Sackett, there is
abundant evidence showing that when research subjects are asked to report on their
own behaviour, and the results compared to researchers’ records of behaviour based
on direct observation, the subjects’ accounts of their own behaviour show errors of
50%-80%. The explanation for this methodological issue lies in the distinction
between long-term and short-term memory. Directly observed events are first stored
in short term memory, which appears to be quite objective, but quickly transferred to
long term memory, where they are systematically distorted to conform to cultural
expectations (p.303). Recall data are thus of little use to study observed behaviour.
This study’s research questions where about how free newspapers are consumed
in the public transport network. Who reads them, how are they read, and, in what
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context, are questions amenable to be answered by activity descriptions. Thus,
observation seemed the appropriate method.

Sampling universe
When selecting the envelope of people, places and times from which to select
entities for observation the following boundaries were established:
Geographical boundaries
Because the observations were carried out in a mobile setting (the public transport
network), geographical boundaries to set the limits of how far the researcher should
travel were established. A distance rule of 30 min by Tube and train from London
Charing Cross and London Bridge stations was applied. The rationale behind this rule
is that the main consumers of free newspapers are commuters who travel to and from
Central London.
Tube lines in which to conduct observations were, in general, randomly selected.
Observations were conducted on the following lines: Northem Line, Picadilly Line,
District & Circle Line, Bakerloo Line, and the Jubilee Line.
Train observations were carried out on South Eastern Trains routes that link
Central London with Kent. These routes were chosen as a representative sample of a
more extended commute.
Temporal boundaries
The length of the period of study was set according to the time constraints of the
project. Observations were carried out in twenty different sessions during the months
of June and July 2009. Each session lasted around two hours, making a total of 40
hours of fieldwork. Observations were scheduled at random different times
throughout the day, during weekdays, because free newspapers are only published on
weekdays.
Social boundaries4
No social boundaries were set. Observations were carried out randomly focusing
on individuals consuming and carrying newspapers.

Units to Observe
The following activities were the focus of the observations: free newspapers
reading, “paid for” newspaper reading, other newspapers’ uses, newspapers’ disposal,

4

The social limits of the study, such as the size of the targeted social universe (from a family to a
transnational community), and specific categories of individuals for focus, using criteria like age,
gender, social class or ethnicity.
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free-papers’ acquisition, newspaper sharing and the carrying of newspapers. The
variations of actors and settings in relation to these activities were also observed.
A combination of group scans (recording the behaviour of a number of associated
individuals), and focal-individual follows (selecting a subject and monitoring her or
his behaviour over time to the exclusion of others), were used.
Sampling strategy
Random–Interval Instantaneous sampling, also known as Spot Observations5, was
selected as the preferred sampling strategy, believing that a large number of truly
random snapshots can provide an overall summary of how people spend their time.
Recording Strategy
When recording observations, textual behavioural descriptions were collected.
At the beginning of each session, the day, the time and the Tube or train line
where the observations took place were all recorded. During the session, random
individuals were targeted and the activity at the instant the target was seen was
recorded. Context data were also recorded at that moment. A number was assigned to
each individual observed for purposes of identification and to facilitate description. A
total of 210 individuals were observed and descriptions of their behaviour written
down in the form of ethnographic description, making a total of 180 pages of
fieldnotes.
In addition to textual descriptions, photographs were also taken to illustrate some
situations.

3.3

Data Analysis

Grounded theory (Strauss & Corbin, 1990) was used to analyse the data. The
following steps were followed through the process:
Open, selective & axial coding
A set of ethnographic notes was first coded using open coding, in order to
generate analytical categories. The field notes were subjected to careful line-by-line
reading and words that suggested possible analytical categories were written down in
the margin. The following field notes’ extract illustrates this step:
ID

“Subject 02: Seating by my side: Male in his 40’s. Well

WHICH PAPER?

dressed. Has a copy of London Metro, very creased

HOW IS IT CARRIED

and folded. He stops reading constantly to check email

DOING S.E. While READING

or text in blackberry. While playing with phone, leaves

5

Spot observations are single instantaneous observations of behaviour. Each observation is only a
moment, leaving the researcher with time enough for detailed descriptions and observations.
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POSTURE

paper on his right knee.”

At this stage (open coding), 17 categories and multiple subcategories were identified,
suggesting many possible issues and directions. After going through a significant
portion of field notes, a strategy of axial coding was adopted, seeking links and
relationships between categories, and focusing on strategies, causal conditions and
consequences of actions and interactions. Through this process, selective coding was
applied, focusing on key issues such as “sharing a paper from a distance” or
“strategies to approach a used paper”.
Writing of initial memos
Data corresponding to analytical categories were put together. While reviewing
the text, memos were written reflecting on concepts that were being discovered in the
data. Descriptive memos about issues such as “how free newspapers are acquired”,
“different ways of carrying a newspaper”, or “what else people do while reading a
newspaper” were written. Analytic issues that were cutting across several categories
were identified, and memos were written in preparation for the selection of the most
relevant themes.
Selection of themes, iterative coding & memoing
A set of core themes was identified for further analysis, and notes were coded
again on the basis of those themes. Some of the themes were: “sources of
involvement”, “interactions between strangers”, “collective identity”, “pollution and
purity” (Douglas, 1966)6, “assessment of value”, “perception of time” and
‘transformations in space”.
More memos were written at this stage, linking together extracts of field notes
through the themes and looking for differences and commonalities, with the aim of
developing theoretical connections between field notes extracts.
The next step was to identify how themes were linking to each other in a
theoretical model. Memoing was again the principal technique for recording
relationships between themes.
Through this process, negative examples that did not fit the pattern were
iteratively sought. When negative cases were found, either part of the model was
disconfirmed or new connections were made. For instance, when seeking negative
cases to disprove that the rule of civil inattention is observed when sharing
newspapers, one case of somebody asking the person sitting by his side if he wanted
his newspaper was found. However, this person was also carrying a Guide of London
in Italian, so most probably he was a tourist, not used to riding the Tube in London. A
new connection emerged then, indicating that the rule of civil inattention while
sharing newspapers might be linked to the “community” of commuters and people
used to travelling by Tube. A cultural and localized aspect of this rule also emerged,
although this aspect was not pursued any further.

6

When coding observations of people’s behaviour towards sharing and dispossing off used
newspapers, Mary Douglas’ideas of dirt as disorder recurrently emerged.
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When selecting themes and deciding how to frame the analysis, emerging themes
that could be more relevant to the HCI community were prioritised.
In the final step, a coherent narrative with arguments supported by the relevant
literature was constructed.
Other sources of information
Additional information from the following sources was used in order to support
and complement the data collected during fieldwork:
•

The content of exemplars of Metro, The London Paper and London Lite.

•

Digital editions of the same papers.

•

Readership profiles of both national and free newspapers.

•

ABCs: National daily newspaper circulation March 2009.

•

Data from the National Readership Survey about Readership Estimates Apr 08
Mar 2009.

•

Transport for London key performance indicators and their environment
strategy for 2008-2013.

•

Opinion poll surveys related to the Underground and to newspaper readership.

A list of some of these data sources is included in the appendix.

3.4.

Validation of data

In their original formulation of “Grounded Theory”, Glaser and Strauss (1967)
emphasised how models and theories should be validated by testing them on an
independent sample of data. Because this project is observational, models could not
be validated by, for instance, presenting them to a reliable informant, as it is common
practice. Instead, models and theories were iteratively validated against a new set of
observations during the process of fieldwork. As has been described in the memoing
and coding section, in particular negative examples that did not fit the patterns were
actively sought7.

3.5.

Conclusion

This chapter has exposed the methodology used throughout the study. In what
follows, a descriptive account of the data collected is presented.

7

Although validation is presented here as a separate step in the analysis for clarity purposes, this
separation is somehow artificial as in practice validation is iteratively carried out during the process,
hence my referral to the “selection of themes, iterative coding and memoing” section.
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CHAPTER 4.

DATA CHAPTER

In this chapter, with the help of extracts from my field notes I am going to
describe the life cycle of a free newspaper. How such a newspaper is acquired, read,
carried, disposed of, reused and shared.
I will first introduce “the product” with the help of information taken from
secondary sources of data such as The National Readership Survey and The Audit
Bureau of Circulation among others. I am aware that, because of the pervasiveness of
free newspapers in the public transport network, many of my readers will feel that
they know them well. I am therefore not going to enter into detailed descriptions of
content and layout. I do feel however that some information about how the product
was conceived, who is it for, its readership and circulation is needed in order to situate
the free newspapers in their context.

4.1.

The product: A newspaper for the commuter

In 1999 Associated Newspapers, publisher group of titles such as the Daily Mail,
the Mail on Sunday and the Evening Standard, launched Metro, the oldest title in the
free newspapers sector. According to Lord Rothermere (2000), proprietor of
Associated Newspapers Ltd. at the time, the underlying concept was simple:
“A free newspaper, without any political slant but lots of vivid colour and
short stories. It mustn’t take more than 20-30 min to read because people
don’t have a lot of time and want to be informed quickly”
Associated Newspapers’ aim was to reach a demographic whose preferences had
somehow been neglected by the newspaper business until then: i.e., commuters.
According to Metro editor Ian McGregor (2000), until Metro was launched in early
1999 around 50% to 60% of subway commuters did not read newspapers. They read
books; they listened to music or did nothing. Metro’s existence, says McGregor, has
not cannibalised the sales of other “paid for” papers, as most of its readership did not
previously read any paper.
Ten years on, following a recent survey by opinion research company YouGov,
65% of London commuters have read either Metro, London Lite or the London paper
at least once in a four week period, and more than two in three readers claim that they
would miss free newspapers if they were not available (YouGov survey, 2008).
Despite concerns over quality and cluttering, free newspapers have become an
important feature of the commuting experience.
But just how many free newspapers vs. paid for ones are read everyday? In order
to convey a broad picture of the pervasiveness of both daily “paid for” and free
newspapers we should look at the figures of both readership and daily circulation over
a period of time. In the following table I present a compilation of these figures based
on the National Readership Survey data and the Audit Bureau of Circulation data
covering the period from Oct 2008 to March 2009.
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Table 1. Readership estimates and daily circulation of newspapers Oct 08March09
Estimated Population 15+ (000) s : 49206
Readership est.:
Total National dailies
The Sun

ABC circulation

Readers/paper

20,918,000 – 42%
7,870,000 – 16%

3,024,000

2.6

Daily Mail

4,949,000 –10.1%

2,184,426

2.26

Daily Mirror

3,489,000 – 7.1%

1,365,201

2.55

Daily Record

1,107,000 – 2.2%

357,629

The Daily Telegraph

1,887,000 – 3.8%

831,296

2.26

The Times

1,770,000 – 3.6%

612,058

2.89

Daily Express

1,557,000 – 3.2%

732,886

Daily Star

1,451,000 – 2.9%

752,748

1.92

The Guardian

1,206,000 – 2.5%

348,494

3.46

The Independent

649,000 – 1.3%

204,384

3.175

Financial Times

417,000 – 0.8%

436,797

0.95

Metro

3,476,000 – 7.1%

1,335,000

2.60

London Lite

1,169,000 – 2.4%

400,741

2.91

The London paper

1,088,000 – 2.2%

497,244

2.18

613,000 – 1.2%

236,075

2.59

London Evening
Standard

As we can see from Table 1, Metro is the 4th most read publication, with a 7.1% of
the 49,206,000 potential 15 + readers. Considering that free newspapers are only
distributed around commuting stations (although not only Tube stations) in places
with a large concentration of commuters, it seems that effectively a very large
proportion of commuters read Metro, and in less numbers, London Lite and The
London Paper.
Despite these figures, the future of print newspapers in general has become
controversial, as more and more readers are turning to digital media to stay informed.
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Both paid for and free newspapers are looking at the digital world in their search
for a business model that allows them to be profitable and competitive. Newspapers
are currently devoting a significant proportion of their resources to their websites,
experimenting with forums, blogs, message boards and interactive advertising in an
effort to retain their audience and differentiate their publications (Marshall, 2008).
Some of them, such as the publications of the group News Corporation (Murdoch,
2009), have announced plans for putting an end to the gratuity of their digital versions
in the near future, as their free availability is seen to be cannibalising the traditional
paper based newspapers. Free newspapers are also aware of this digital tendency, and
some of them, such as Metro, have created several digital brand extensions, such as
MeView, a video sharing portal that financially rewards users for adding ads to their
films, e-Metro, or Metro Mobile, which delivers content straight to readers’ phones.
In terms of content, free newspapers are designed with the commuter in mind (Ian
McGregor, 2000). Particular attention is paid to the mindset of the morning commuter
in the case of Metro, or the afternoon/evening commuter for London Lite and the
London Paper. The stories covered try to be short and concise. They have large
entertainment sections. Visually, there are lots of breakouts and entry points on a
page. It has to be possible to read the whole paper in 20 minutes, allowing frequent
pauses. In brief, they are designed with the peculiarities of reading on the go in a very
busy environment in mind.
It is observable how their design is also oriented to an interleaving of digital and
off-line content. Readers are invited to learn more about particular pieces of news by
going to the on-line version of the paper. They are also invited to participate in the
generation of on-line and off line content by sharing their views by email, or in a
more spontaneous way, by text. Sections such as “Send us your text” in Metro, or
“Get it off your text” and “Lite & Bitter” in London Lite, invite readers to participate
by texting their thoughts and views. “Text Poll’s” are used to seek the readers’ vote
for or against different views or issues. Metro readers can upload their videos from
their mobiles to Meview, and download their favourite ones. Meview can be accessed
on-line through the Metro website. Papers have their on-line version, and also an eedition designed to be downloaded and read “just as the paper version” with simulated
systems for flicking through pages that also replicate the sound of paper. Metro also
has a separate version tailored to be read on mobiles: Metro.mobi.
Aware of the need to attract and to retain their readership, newspapers are
experimenting different formulae to integrate the digital trend of User Generated
Content with their traditional publishing style and new ways to interact with their
readers. Both paid for and free newspapers seem to be thinking carefully about
transitions and interplay between physical and digital content.
I have just described the most relevant features of the free newspapers, framed in
the socio-economic constraints suffered by the newspaper’s sector. The following
sections of this chapter account for the everyday practices associated with the use of
newspapers
and
free
papers
when
commuting.
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4.2.

The transaction: acquiring a free newspaper

In general, there are three different ways of getting hold of a copy of a freenewspaper:
1.) Picking the paper up from a pile
2.) Picking up a copy being handed over by a distributor
3.) Picking up a used copy in the carriage
This section briefly describes each of the three ways.
In some places, such as Charing Cross station, piles of newspapers are
conveniently placed just by the side of the escalator that leads to the Tube. In others,
such as London Bridge station, there are several piles of papers, strategically located
at different points along the commuters’ route to and from the trains and Tube. In
smaller Tube stations the piles of Metro papers are usually placed near the gates or
at the entrance of the station. The commuter does not have to take any sidesteps to
get hold of a paper. No planning is involved. He or she walks by the pile and picks
up a paper almost without stopping. But, it can happen that some mornings no
papers are left, or that the station is too busy for the commuter to reach the pile
because several people impede it. Thus, the act of picking up a paper in this way is
situational to the extent that it will happen if the context and the circumstances are
favourable.
In the case of papers being handed over by a distributor, the situation is very
similar. Distributors often place themselves in the way of passers by, giving away
papers to anyone that wants to take one; the ‘user’ does not have to stop, take any
sidesteps or even think twice about getting a copy.
On some occasions, the commuter might have forgotten, or he might not be
accustomed to get a copy before boarding the train. Even then he or she can still get
a copy to read. Because several people abandon their used papers on the Tube and
trains, those without papers can often find copies if they wish to. This is a very
common practice that I have observed repeatedly during my fieldwork, both on the
Tube and on the train, as the following extracts of my field notes show:
“…There is a paper on seat. (73) picks it up and has a look at it. He puts it back, at the
back of the seats this time. (74) has also finished reading his paper. He folds it neatly and
puts it in back of seat. (73) might have changed his mind, as he picks up paper again and
reads. Oxford Circus. (74) leaves. (73) leaves too. He doesn’t fold the paper, just leaves it
over seat. (75), who is sitting next to me changes seats so she can sit next to where (73)
paper is. She picks it up and reads.”
“(76) was looking at (73) paper, until she realises that (74) had left a paper behind. She
stops reading (73)’s and grabs (74)’s. She reads. She leaves at Charing cross, taking (74)’s
paper with her…”
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Free newspapers in the Tube are so ubiquitous that the commuter can almost be sure
to find a copy in the carriage if they feel like reading on the spur of the moment.
Summing up, everyday commuters find their free newspaper copy on their way.
They do not have to take any sidesteps to get hold of it. Free papers are everywhere
so if the commuter does not get his copy at the entrance to the station, he can almost
count on finding one later inside the carriage.

4.3.

The Use of a free newspaper

Because of the context in which reading a free newspaper is usually situated,
that is, reading while travelling from A to B, its use has certain properties that are
different in some respects from other forms of reading, in alternative settings.
•

Commuters read in several postures. While waiting in the platform, they
often stand, holding the paper with two hands, opening the paper wide, or
just a little. They might hold the paper just with one hand, usually folded. In
the other hand, they may carry something else, such as a coffee, or a phone,
an umbrella, or even their shopping bags. When inside a carriage, those
standing might have to hold onto a pole or a ceiling support, leaving only
one hand to hold their newspaper and anything else that they carry in an
uncontained manner. When sitting, they might often hold their papers with
just one hand, supported by their knees or by the bags and other personal
effects that they carry on their laps8.

•

Reading is often performed in a discontinuous way — it is often interrupted
and so it is done in very short spurts, as the following example illustrates:
“ (75) was waiting at the platform at Embakment. She was carrying a copy of
the Times, folded in three pieces, vertically. She was reading without unfolding the
paper. She got on the train, and once there she unfolded the paper for a few
seconds, but quickly had to stop reading and fold it back as she was getting ready
to get off at Charing Cross “

Each time that there is a transition between two situations, reading has to be
interrupted. It can be resumed again sometimes shortly afterwards, but it
might be only for a few minutes before having to interrupt it again. In order
to be able to return to their reading quickly, similar strategies to find the last
reading point are used: they fold their copies on the pages they last stopped
reading.

8

Several examples in my fieldnotes illustrate this. For reasons of space I do not include
them here. Part of my edited fieldnotes are included in the appendix.
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•

Reading is not sequential – commuters can be seen flicking through the
pages backwards and forwards.

•

Reading a newspaper involves more than just the visual. It is also a tactile
experience as newspapers are often held with both hands. Moreover,
newspapers make a special noise when handled and have a distinctive smell.

•

Newspapers in general, not just free papers, are not only used for reading. I
have observed newspapers being used as a fan, and as a support for taking
notes. Several people do crosswords and Sudokus while waiting on the
platform and while being transported inside the carriages. This activity, as
with reading, is also often interrupted and has to be picked up where it was
left. The strategy used to mark where the activity was interrupted seems to
be similar. Often, the paper is folded by the page where the crossword is and
the crossword is done with the paper folded, so it can easily be moved
around and resumed when possible.

•

Newspapers afford taking bits home or clipping, leaving the rest of the
newspaper behind.

•

Reading a newspaper when mobile is often performed simultaneously with
other activities. Two examples from my notes illustrate this:
“(02) Is sitting next to me. Male in his forties. He has a copy of London Metro, very
creased and folded. He stops reading constantly to check his email or text with his
blackberry. While using his phone, he leaves newspaper on his right knee….At some
point, he takes a sausage bagel from a paper bag that he was carrying with him and
starts eating, while reading his paper. The paper is still supported by his right knee. He
keeps going from paper to phone constantly”
“(13) at Charing Cross Station. She is carrying a small handbag, a jacket and a
newspaper folded under arm. She sits in one of the lateral seats. She starts reading by
the front page, stopping frequently to look up at the train platforms..She looks
around…She skims through paper, looking up and around constantly. She seems very
distracted, not really reading. She doesn’t fully open her paper, only a little sometimes,
others up to 90 degrees, L shape…She puts handbag and paper on her lap, and secures
them with arms while using both hands to use her phone. She is texting”

(02), and (13) take frequent breaks, looking up and down, looking around,
distracted and occupied with something else. This kind of behaviour seems
to be very common. Some readers continually look around, presumably not
wanting to miss their stops or their trains. Others keep going between two
activities, such as eating and reading, or using the phone and reading,
checking email and reading, etc.
Although the affordances of paper and how they support the way newspapers are
used will be covered in the next chapters, it can be anticipated here how well paper
fits to the task. We have seen how newspapers are easily carried and folded, and
how they are read in several postures and while carrying something else. All this is
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possible because of certain properties of paper: to name a few, it is light, flexible
and foldable.
To conclude, reading free newspapers when moving from A to B has then
distinct properties that make it different from reading in other settings. Among other
aspects, it is frequently interrupted, as commuters need to stop reading and get ready
to get on and off the train, for instance. In those moments of transition, they have to
decide whether to carry the newspaper, and how to carry it.
The following section describes briefly how newspapers are usually carried
when commuting, according to my observations. It can be appreciated the important
role that the intrinsic properties of paper play in these practices.

4.4.

Carrying a newspaper

The following extracts from my field notes illustrate multiple ways commuters
carry their papers.
A newspaper can be carried folded up inside any bag that a person is carrying.
The following commuters are preparing to move, and face the decision of where to
put their newspapers:
“ (6) is getting ready to leave .She folds it and puts it inside one of the bags attached to her
bike”
“(26)…Folds paper before leaving, while holding phone and handbag, and puts it in plastic
carrier bag”
“(64)…in bag, folded just by the page she had stopped reading before. When getting ready
to leave she does the same. Folds it by the page she is reading and puts it in plastic bag”

Many commuters do not mind carrying their newspapers in an unprotected
manner, folded several times or even wrapped around an umbrella:
“I can see people carrying paper under the arm, folded in two. Some others folded in four
pieces. Others carry it by grabbing it with two fingers, hanging down”
“(13) is on the phone now, walking around while carrying her paper folded in two,
grabbing it with her left hand”
“(41) passes by….He is carrying a copy of the Times wrapped around his umbrella, under
his right arm”
“(58) folds paper in many bits and carries it in his hand”

I have observed newspapers folded in many pieces to fit in the back pocket,
newspapers being carried along with lunch, or with leftovers and rubbish.
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Paper is disposable, and newspapers do not seem to hold any value once read or
once the news are old. They can be soiled or exposed to the bad weather.
In what follows we will see what happens when is time to dispose of a free
newspaper.

4.5.

Disposing of a free newspaper

There is something remarkable and observable about the value of a newspaper.
Newspapers are worthy because of their content: news. But, “news” are valuable as
long as they are current or recent. Nobody usually wants to read last week’s paper,
not even yesterday’s paper. Once they have been read, papers typically hold little
value for their owners, but they might still be valuable to others. Free-newspaper
publishers try to extend the value of their product by including entertainment
sections, in the hope that the commuter might take the paper home. This might be
the case for some commuters, but from my observations, it appears many are not
interested in keeping their papers. At some transition point, the commuter might
assess the value of the newspaper that he or she has been reading and conclude that
it is not longer valuable.
There are usually no litter-bins on the Tube, or in train stations, so what to do
with unwanted rubbish posses a small problem. Free newspapers’ publishers are
running a pilot recycling scheme by placing recycling bins in some stations, but for
many this is still not an option.
Some people will take their paper, along with their leftovers or rubbish perhaps,
and will dispose off it when they see a litter-bin, at home or at the office. Yet, others
do not see their used newspaper as litter. Free newspapers are often left lying around
inside the carriages, both on the Tube and on the train. They are often picked up and
reused by other commuters. In a way, this is a form of recycling, as by reusing it the
life of the newspaper is extended.9
At the end of the line, cleaners get on the trains with clear plastic bags and take
all the litter away, including the newspapers left lying around. On some occasions,
especially on the train, new commuters board the train before the cleaners have
finished clearing up the rubbish. Thus, some newspapers get picked up again and
avoid being discarded just yet.
In this section, we have seen how newspapers have an ephemeral value. Once
they have been read they are typically no longer wanted. Some commuters leave
them behind and by doing so they extend the life of their paper a little longer, as
used newspapers are often picked up by others and reused until the cleaners dispose
of them.

9

It is discouraged by TFL, which does not see it as recycling or extending the life of a newspaper and
more as littering.
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4.6.

Sharing a free newspaper

Reading used papers
In what follows we will see how commuters share newspapers as if it was a
community good. This is not surprising. As we can appreciate from Table 2,
newspapers are usually read by more than one person.
Table 2 n.readers/paper (Extract from Table 1)
Total National dailies Number of readers/paper
The Sun
Daily Mail
Daily Mirror
The Times
Daily Express
Daily Star
The Guardian
The Independent
Financial Times
Metro
London Lite
The London paper
London Evening
Standard

2.6
2.26
2.55
2.26
2.89
1.92
3.46
3.175
0.95
2.60
2.91
2.18
2.59

Ranging from 3.46 readers per copy of The Guardian, to the 0.95 readers per copy
of the Financial Times, these results seem to indicate that the newspapers observed
to be read more often on the Tube or train such as Metro, The London Paper or
London Lite are not any more likely to be shared.
People do share newspapers in a variety of places and situations: in waiting
rooms, cafes, libraries, community centres, at work, in the gym, at home; as well as
whilst commuting. In the following, I examine how sharing when commuting takes
place.
As we can see from the following examples, a newspaper’s initial reader, having
finished with the paper does not keep it any longer. The newspaper is left behind. It
is usually folded, and placed on the next seat available or at the back of a seat,
making clear that the former reader is finished with it and it is available for others.
Somebody else will often pick it up shortly afterwards. Typically, it will change
hands many times over a journey, and all this will usually happen without any
exchange of words or gaze.
On the Northem line, between Charing Cross and Chalk Farm:
At Charing Cross stop, I spot 4 copies of Metro paper over seat, and three on the floor. The
four copies keep circulating and changing hands.
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(17) leaves copy of metro behind, over seat. (18) sitting by his side, picks it up. When (18)
gets off, leaving again metro paper behind, folded over seat, (24) picks it up and reads.
At Chalk farm, the 4 copies are back on seat. Then they keep being picked up and put back
again.
(24) leaves at Golden Green, taking the paper with her.
At the end of the line, in this carriage I count 8 papers left. It is not rush hour. Some other
day during rush hour I might count up to 57 papers left in the carriage.

On the Tube, the action of folding a newspaper and leaving it either at the back of
the seats or over the seat by the side carries a message to the fellow travellers: “I
have finished now, you can pick it up”. Permission is not usually asked to take a
paper, so the former user has to make it quite clear that the newspaper is no longer
in his or her “possession”. The former ownership is not usually acknowledged with
words of thanks. Thus there appears to be a socially acceptable way to let others
know that the paper is available for sharing. Further examples illustrate this:
(52) Is getting ready to leave. She folds her newspaper in two and puts it over seat by her
side. She puts her bag on top of it. She holds onto her stick and gets up. Then she grabs her
bag, but not her paper. She stands now, ready to get off.
(59) Looks around and closes his newspaper. He folds it and drops it behind his seat.
(56) Is getting ready to get off at Camden Town. She folds the copy of the Sun that she is
reading and leaves it over the seat where she found it before.

(52), (59) and (56), all make clear that they are finished with their newspapers and
no longer want them without any verbal or facial expression.
I have also observed that sometimes the reader is ready to share just a portion of
his or her newspaper:
(60) Changes rows. He sits just by the seat where (56) left a copy of the Sun earlier. He
grabs it and takes a few pages off. He folds them, and leaves them on the seat by his side. He
carries on reading.
(112) is reading the Guardian. He takes the whole Sport section out and puts it on seat by
his side, pushing it away. A few seconds later, he gets off leaving it behind.

Both (60) and (112) leave behind the sections in which they are not interested,
taking the rest with them.
On the train, where often there are tables between rows of seats facing each
other, a common practice is folding the paper and leaving it over the table, pushing
it slightly towards the middle (nobody’s zone), and even turning it upside down so it
no longer faces its former owner in a way appropriate for reading:
(47) picks up newspaper and reads. Once he is finished, he puts paper back on the table,
folded in two, slightly towards the middle.
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(55) is reading City news. When he finishes with his paper, he folds it in two and leaves it on
the table, facing the corridor (Fig 4)

With their silent actions, both (47) and (55) are conveying a message to the
commuters around them: they do not longer want to keep the paper and thus
somebody else can use it. On trains where there are folding tables attached to the
back of the seats, it is quite common to see papers that have been left trapped by the
folded table.
In what follows I examine people’s strategies to approach a paper that they want
to read. In the following example, (56) is getting ready to get a paper. She must have
seen that its former owner was about to leave it, yet she doesn’t show any visible
interest to those around her:
(56) Lady in her 30’s, apparently distracted and looking somewhere else, suddenly grabs a
copy of” The Sun” from the seat opposite that had just been left literally two seconds ago by
its previous reader.

(56) was quick to get the paper that she wanted to read. Others choose a seat next to
a paper, or even change seats to be near where the paper is:
Lady on the train, looking for a place to seat .She sits next to a seat where a newspaper is
trapped in the folding table. She seems to be looking somewhere else, and suddenly grabs
the paper from the adjacent seat and starts reading.
Man in his 40’s. He seems to be submerged in his own thoughts, no paying any attention to
what’s happening around him. Meanwhile, somebody leaves a paper a few seats from where
he is sitting, in the opposite row. He casually changes seats to the one next to the paper. A
few seconds later, grabs the paper and starts reading.
(54) A French couple, sharing a copy of The Sun. They get off, leaving paper behind.
Somebody who was sitting on the opposite row goes to sit next to the paper. He picks it up,
and then changes seats again, going back to the other row.
(60) gets up and sits in the row opposite to where he was sitting before. He sits just by the
seat where (56) left copy of the Sun earlier. He grabs it….”

These moves to approach the newspaper were performed in a casual manner, yet
seemed arranged carefully to attract as little attention as possible.
Reading somebody’s paper from a distance
Sometimes commuters seem to feel compelled to read from a distance what
others are reading. Several examples from my field notes illustrate this:
(53), is sitting by my side, reading The Times while he eats sweets. He holds the paper wide
open, so I read too. I think he notices it, because he lifts the paper slightly so he can read
from closer and closes it a little bit. I can still read, but not as easily as before.
“(76) is looking at (73)’s paper, until she realises that (74) had left her paper behind. Se
stops then reading (73)’s and grabs (74)’s….”
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“The lady sitting next to me keeps also trying to read my notes! She is sitting at the other
side of the corridor, but leans towards me trying to see….I can’t hide, but I feel
uncomfortable so I decide to change language and start taking notes in Spanish. “

Reading what others are reading is like looking through a window when passing. It
can be observed, as is the case with (53) and (89), and myself with my notes, that
people do not seem to particularly like it when somebody else is trying to read what
they are reading. Some commuters discreetly move their papers from the others’ line
of sight, closing it slightly or flicking through the pages.
Sharing one’s views
Commuters can participate in the generation of on-line and off-line content for
some of the sections of the paper by sending their comments by email. Because of
the logistics involved, the length, and the content of these emails, it does not seem
very likely that this participation has happened while the reader was in transit,
although it is possible. In contrast, there are other sections where they are invited to
share their thoughts by text. The following are examples of some of those texts. The
content of some of them clearly suggest that they have been sent while commuting:
“If you don’t want to reveal your amazing idea for an amazing product don’t talk at the top
of your voice on the train to Brentwood!”
Name, Post Code
“Never mind the swine flu, who else has seen the Northen line fleas?...”
Name, Post Code
“Why do the handrails on escalators always move faster than the steps?”
Name, Town.

Some readers have messages to convey to commuters in general, and they do it
through the paper. Others seem to have something like a text conversation through
the paper, they interact with each other through this section of the newspaper, as the
following examples illustrate:
“ALI (texts, Wed): I once got hit over the head with a baguette when I tried to help an old
lady tramp who had dropped her shopping bags. Same tramp?”
Name, Post Code
“Maybe Jossie, Chelsea fans aren’t as bitter….”
Name, Post Code.

As we can see, free newspapers are used as a platform to interact with each other
and share thoughts with other commuters.
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To conclude, I have shown how commuters share their free papers in different
ways, from leaving used papers behind to reading somebody’s newspaper from a
distance. They also share their views by texting to different sections of the
newspaper.

4.7.

Conclusion

Throughout this chapter I have presented a description of the life cycle of freenewspapers, from their concept to how they are used, disposed off or reused and
shared. In what follows, I will present the analysis that serves as an interpretation of
my data.
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CHAPTER 5.

ANALYSIS CHAPTER

This chapter presents the analysis of my data, supported by the existing
literature. I present a view of commuters as a fluid, informal community of
strangers, with a common link, the daily use of the London Transport Network. Free
newspapers are, I suggest, one visible symbol of this. They also help commuters
reinforce the sense of belonging to a community whose members are anonymous
and unknown. I will expose how the observance of the “community rules”, i.e. the
social norms that regulate the commuting experience, govern the practices around
the use and sharing of newspapers. I will also show how commuters, while using the
same newspapers as instruments for observing these norms, are able to transform the
spaces they cohabit. Last, I will reflect on considerations of how time is reckoned
when travelling by Tube and train, and the relations such temporal flows have with
the way newspapers are consumed.

5.1.

A community and its newspapers

Although strangers to each other and potentially living in geographically distant
places, commuters have a shared link that brings them together: the use of the same
Transport Network. They have something else in common: they read the same free
newspapers.
These free papers, that were created to inform commuters and entertain them
when in transit, are also a platform through which they interact with each other in
different ways. In the last chapter, we saw examples of these interactions. The texts
that commuters send with their thoughts to different sections of the papers are a way
of communicating with other commuters. The way in which people physically share
newspapers by reusing them is another form of interaction. It is worth noting that
both kinds of interactions remain anonymous and indirect. I will reflect later on this
point.
We could say that commuters form a community around their free newspapers.
We will see how this community has its own set of rules: the social norms that
regulate the commuting experience which also govern the practices around the use
and sharing of free newspapers.
As it was mentioned in the literature review, newspapers do play a role in
reinforcing the sense of belonging to a community whose members are anonymous
and unknown (Anderson, 1983). It can be said that when a person reads a copy of a
free newspaper, is aware that thousands of others are probably doing the same and
will do the same through the day. They will read the same news. At the same time,
when riding the Tube and observing other people, the commuter physically sees this
community of readers/commuters. Free newspapers help in this way to establish an
additional link, an extra connection between commuters.
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I suggest here that free newspapers are also a visible symbol of belonging to this
community of commuters. When somebody walks around carrying a copy of Metro,
The London Paper, or London Lite, it is in a way carrying a symbol of being a
commuter. It has been said before that the way in which we display our
consumption choices has a symbolic meaning in demonstrating membership of a
particular culture (Bourdieu, 1984). When we choose to become readers of this or
that paper, we exercise our choice as consumers. When we walk along carrying our
newspaper, it becomes part of the image that we project to the strangers around us.
When carrying around a free newspaper conceived for commuters, in the eyes of
others we are in a way displaying a symbol of being a commuter.
Commuters then can be seen as an informal community whose members, in
addition to sharing a transport network, also share the use of the free newspapers
that were created for them. These newspapers help reinforce the sense of belonging
to a group whose members are anonymous and unknown and act as a platform for
interaction.
In what follows, we will see how the observance of the “community rules”, i.e.
the social norms that regulate the commuting experience govern the practices
around the use and sharing of newspapers, and also how commuters, using the same
newspapers as instruments for observing these norms are able to transform the space
that surrounds them.
Community rules
There are two aspects of the commuting experience pervasive enough to shape
almost every practice that takes place in a carriage.
The first aspect to note is that the daily commute has an individualistic and yet
collective character: riding the Tube is a lonely experience without isolation and yet
a collective one, although without collective emotions and synchronicity (Auge,
2004).
The second aspect is in part a reflection and in part a consequence of the first:
the commuter is obliged to adhere to “societal rules” with regards to the social
distance between strangers 10(Bassoli & Brewer 2006; Levine, 1973). In particular,
commuters participate in what Goffman (1963) calls “civil inattention”: to
acknowledge the presence of others while carrying on as if they were not there.
In the following, I will go back to the literature to explore these phenomena in
more depth and to discuss what constitutes these observable norms.

10

Although Arianna Bassoli and Johanna Brewer (2006) among others do comment on this lack of
interaction as something observable from their fieldwork experience, they do not ground this concept
in theory as the present study does.
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The social phenomenon that the Underground constitutes has a social and
institutionalized character, and is regulated by a set of written and unwritten social
norms, yet it is lived through myriad single disconnected experiences and
imaginations. The experience of riding the Tube has been said to be “collective
without celebration and lonely without isolation” (Mark Auge, 2004). Bassoli and
Brewer (2006) in their ethnographic study for their project “Undersound” also
reflect on this special kind of “togetherness and solitude”. During my own
fieldwork, I could observe how this special kind of “being together but on our own”
underlines the experience of riding the Tube. It shapes the way commuters interact
with each other and how media is consumed. Hence, as we will see, it has important
implications for the design of technology.
Commuters, while being transported together, share a collective space and have
a collective set of norms. These norms, also called “the Underground law” (Auge,
2004), or the “Underground code” (Jensen, 2006) are the “know how” that they
need to master for practical reasons. They are part of commuters’ collective identity,
and in a way they bring them together. Riding the Tube is in this sense a collective
experience. But, as Auge argues, it is collective without emotions or synchronicity.
In a Tube carriage there are rarely collective expressions of emotions, such as joy or
sadness. There are no celebrations or exchanges of words, even in those occasions
when people might have just shared a historic moment together (Auge, 2004) such
as when coming from a football final. In today’s society, expressions of collective
feeling of emotion and affective sociality are only allowed to exist in public in
spaces clearly defined and regulated such as in the sporting arena (Hetherington,
2001). The Tube is not such a place.
As was mentioned in the literature review, these days, commuters have become
well versed in exercising what Goffman (1963) defined as “civil inattention”. In this
sense, commuters ride the Tube as if they were on their own. As Auge states, riding
the Tube is a lonely experience, although without isolation. Commuters might close
their eyes, pretend to sleep, listen to music. Some even read religious books
suggesting moments of introspection and reflection. Newspapers, books, Ipods and
music players, phones and other forms of personal technologies are used by the
commuter to achieve a subjective sense of public invisibility (Bull, 2000).
These are the norms that govern the experience of commuting. Let us see now
how these social norms shape the practices around the sharing of newspapers.

5.2.

Etiquette of exchange

We have seen in the previous chapter how commuters share newspapers on the
Tube and trains. Someone leaves a paper behind and minutes, or even seconds later,
somebody else picks it up and reads it. If we take a closer look we see that sharing a
newspaper in this way, like many other things that happen on the Underground, is
regulated by a set of written and unwritten social norms.
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In chapter 4, we saw how sharing was performed without words or gaze between
the parties involved. The newspaper was being left in such a way that it was clear it
didn’t have any value left for its former owner. It was approached and picked up
carefully so that it didn’t attract any unnecessary attention. It would not be
appropriate to stare, ask for the paper, or stand next to the person leaving while
waiting for him or her to release the newspaper. It would breach the tacit social
agreement between commuters - i.e., the agreement of “civil inattention”.
In section 4.6, I differentiated this “sharing a used paper” from sharing from a
distance, when people read what others around them are reading. I suggest that
commuters read what others around them are reading out of curiosity for the other.
We can only speculate on the reasons behind this curiosity. Reading what others are
reading is like looking through someone’s window when passing by. The commuter
gets to imagine a bit of the other. He or she establishes a link without any explicit
acknowledgement or shared moment of emotion. In chapter 4 (4.6) I wrote how
(53), a Times reader sitting by my side, was holding the paper wide open but lifted it
slightly and closed it a bit when he noticed that I was reading too. The situation was
similar with (89), and myself, in the case of my notes. It does not seem that people
like it when somebody else is trying to read what they are reading. To facilitate the
access to their newspaper so that a stranger could easily read it would mean to
acknowledge a link with the other and to make it explicit. It would possibly involve
a synchronicity or at least an expectation of it. Thus, it would break the “being
together but on our own” rule and bring an opening for further interaction between
strangers.
Last, in Chapter 4, I mentioned the sharing of people’ thoughts and views by text
while participating in sections of the newspapers such as “Send us your txt” or “Get
if off your txt”. I suggest that this sharing also reflects these community rules.
Readers, or at least those who participate, do interact further with others in general,
and with each other in particular, in some “conversation like” style. This interaction
is mediated by the paper and performed in an indirect, safe way.
There is a feeling of collectiveness and togetherness in texts such as “Never
mind the swine flu, who else has seen the Northen line fleas?...” or “Why do the
handrails on escalators always move faster than the steps?”.
Many commuters would empathise with the writer of “If you don’t want to reveal
your amazing idea for an amazing product don’t talk at the top of your voice on the
train to Brentwood!” thinking something like “oh, yes, one of those, poor you!”
These interactions that cannot happen directly in the physical world, as they would
breach the social norms between commuters, have found a space or platform to
develop: the free newspaper.
Any kind of sharing is thus shaped by the social norms that regulate the
commuting experience. Sharing a used paper is done without words or gaze,
observing “civil inattention”. Sharing from a distance is not favoured, as to facilitate
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it would bring an opening for interaction and would break the rules. Last, the
sharing of people’s thoughts through the paper with the help of technologies such as
smartphones brings a possibility of safe, indirect interaction mediated by a collective
platform, the free newspaper.

5.3.

Transformations in space

Commuters have little control over the configuration of their environment. They
have to accommodate themselves to the available space and make the most of it. In
this section we will see how, with the help of the tools available such as newspapers,
they deploy strategies in order to claim and delimit their personal space and observe
the collective rule of civil inattention.
When trains are full and there are no seats available, commuters often have to
stand surrounded by others, whilst taking care of their belongings. Even when they
manage to find a seat, they are often forced to face the strangers sitting in front of
them11. Commuters face then contextual constraints, derived from the physical
dimensions of the space and its geometry, but also from the necessity to share the
available space with their fellow commuters.
But, while the physical dimensions of space and the contextual constraints that
commuters face might afford different kinds of actions, “appropriate behavioural
framing” is not purely a consequence of geometry (Brewer & Dourish, 2008).
Brewer and Dourish point out how spaces are morally grounded, reflecting
collective standards of behaviour. Movement through and situated within a
particular spatial environment links one into a set of collective values. We have seen
before how commuting, or being on the Tube or on the train links the commuter into
a set of collective social norms. I have also exposed how these social norms that
regulate the commuting experience underline the practices around the sharing of
free newspapers on the Underground and on the train.
In what follows, we will see that these same newspapers are used as a tool to
help commuters observe those collective rules, and how, by doing it so, the space is
reconfigured and transformed so that each individual is able to claim a portion of the
collective, shared space as his or her own.
We should first reflect on the main activity of those riding the Tube. They have a
common purpose, to reach their destinations. They are being transported from one
place to another. Because their main purpose, “getting from A to B”, does not, in
most occasions, require any involvement, commuters might engage in secondary
activities, such as reading, listening to music, playing with their phones or PDA’s.
All these secondary activities in which the commuter can take part are performed in
an ad-hoc, situational manner and will take place as long as they do not impede or
deviate from their main target, getting from A to B. They can be seen as just a way
11

In trains because the configuration of the space and the way seats are arranged is different, not all
the commuters that sit are forced to look at each other.
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of passing the time. If we look closer however, we will see that as Goffman tells us,
they do serve another purpose.
Goffman (1963) notes how, in certain situations, those present have a purpose
that does not require or even allow any immediate main involvement. He states that
the participants of such situations might be obliged to sustain at least a minimal
involvement to avoid appearing “utterly disengaged”. Newspapers and magazines
are of great help, as they can serve as minimal involvements, which can be given
weight when there is nothing else to do and discarded when needed. “Newspapers,
in particular, play an important role here, providing a portable source of
involvement, which can be brought forth whenever an individual feel he ought to
have an involvement but does not.” (1963: p. 51-52). Goffman relates how in
Britain, in 1954, during the Newspaper strike, one of the consequences of the strike
was that on the Underground the commuter “had nothing to hide behind, nothing
into which they could properly withdraw”. They had to appear to do nothing, which
would imply a “kind of self-exposure and over-presence” (Goffman, 1963: 52).
Today, more that 60 years later, Goffman’s observations still hold. During my
fieldwork I could often observe this need of keeping oneself demonstratively
engaged, “doing something”. Consuming media in general serves this purpose, but
newspapers are still the favourite tool; a portable source of involvement to help
commuters observe the collective rules that regulate the commuting experience. But,
while doing so, they serve another purpose. They physically delimit the space that
the commuter needs in order to have some comfort in his journey. By reading
newspapers the commuter “claims a personal space and signals off a private sphere
in the midst of other passengers” (Tamminen, 2003). Although any personal
technology in which the commuter can individually engage in a way serves this
purpose, I suggest that newspapers meet this function especially well, because of
their size and the material they are made of. They are big enough to act as a
physical barrier between the reader and his/her fellow commuters; yet, because they
are made of paper they are also light enough to be consumed almost in any posture,
even standing while carrying bags or luggage.
We can conclude that newspapers, and media consumption in general, are used
as a tool to observe the social norms of behaviour between commuters. By doing so,
the commuter is also able to negotiate a portion of the collective space for his or her
personal use.
As the final point in this section, it is worth noting that the fact that space on the
train is configured in a different way to that on the Tube has consequences on the
way newspapers are accessed and consumed.
Regarding the access to a used newspaper, on the Tube passengers easily change
their orientation towards the space to find a paper. In chapter 4, 4.6.1 (42) and (60),
both Tube passengers, moved seats and sat in the opposite row to be near the
newspaper they wanted to read. This is easily done on the Tube when passengers sit
in only two rows facing each other, with a big space in between. In carriages where
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the orientation is different such as in some District Line trains, there is still room
enough to move around the space and change seats if needed.
On the train, however, once the carriage is full and moving it becomes difficult
for passengers to change their position in the space in order to gain access to a
paper. In chapter 4, we saw how papers were left on tables, as (47) did, or behind
seats trapped by the folding tables. When the train is still empty enough commuters
can be seen looking for seats where a newspaper is accessible, in the way it was
done by (41). But the configuration of the space, with people sitting in rows one
behind the other, makes it difficult to move around the carriage without disturbing
other passengers. There is then less mobility inside the carriage and less possibilities
to change orientation towards the space or position in order to approach a paper.
The way newspapers are consumed also reflects these differences in the
configuration of the space. On the train, the arrangement of seats implies that people
have already a fair share of space assigned to them. The limits of a person’s personal
space are pre-defined. Although newspapers might still be used to claim personal
space, or as a portable source of involvement, especially by people standing or
sitting in seats facing each other, they seem to be read in a more thorough way.
More personal space and comfort mean that commuters can engage in activities that
require a bit of preparation and concentration. This has implications for the
consumption of media in general. Commuters can engage in a more intense way in
work related tasks on their laptops or PDAs, or they can even watch TV or DVD’s
on a portable media player.
Given that the space is configured differently on trains than on the Tube has
implications then for the access and consumption of newspapers. Commuters can
easily shift their orientation towards the space in order to find a used paper on the
Tube; this cannot be done with ease on the train. On the train, on the other hand,
commuters have more space already assigned to them for personal use, which means
that they can engage more intensely in the consumption of media in general.

5.4.

Commuters’ time

In what follows I will reflect on considerations of how time is reckoned when
travelling by Tube and train, and the relations such temporal flows have with
regards to the way newspapers are consumed. I will first expose how counting
“proper time” does not fit in the dynamics of what happens in a carriage. Next, we
will see how time when commuting unfolds in two different tempos. Last, I will
reflect on the simultaneity of some activities performed while travelling, against the
grain of a linear, one-dimensional perception of time flow.
Janet Vertesi (2008), in her study about the users’ representations of space in
relation with the London Underground Map, relates how her interviewees when
calculating the duration of a journey, or the distance from two places, were usually
counting stops.
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Their most common algorithm was 3 min per stop, 5 min to change. Others
would use 5 min per stop. This is inaccurate and subjective, as in the design of the
London Underground map, proximity of place was determined by typographic
concerns. The representation of the distance between stations had to do with the
layout of text and graphics rather than with the actual geographic relationship
between places (Hadlaw, 2003). Stops are arranged in more or less uniform
intervals. According to Hadlaw, this misrepresentation of distance represents
modern capitalism’s notions of time. Time spent commuting is time without value.
It is not working time, neither is leisure time. Therefore there is no need of an
accurate measurement of this commuting time.
During my observations, when looking at the time that commuters spent reading
their papers it soon became clear that counting “proper” time did not fit into the
dynamics of everything else that was happening in the carriage. Saying that (56)
read for 3 stops before leaving, and then (58) came, picked up his paper and read for
2 stops more made much more sense than measuring accurately minutes and
seconds. Several people stayed in a carriage for 3 stops, or 4 stops, but it was
difficult finding people who had been in the carriage for 12 min 53 seconds, for
instance. It could be said that “stops” are units of time when commuting. As we saw
in chapter 4, readers lift their heads from their papers and check the name of the stop
when the train stops, in order to know how long they have before having to get
ready to leave, they do not check their watches. It is also worth noting that on the
train, as in general, there are fewer stops and the distance between them is greater,
the “units of time” are also longer. If, in a subjective way, stops are the units of time
that the commuter needs to be aware of, this has important repercussions and
implications for the design of technologies to be used on the Tube or on the train. If,
for instance, context aware content is tailored in a way to inform the user of the next
stop coming, commuters would not have to interrupt their engagement as often as
they usually do in order not to miss their stop. This and other possibilities to adapt
technology to commuter’s time should be explored further.
The different pace in which time unfolds is another temporal aspect of a
commuter’s journey observed during my fieldwork and worth noting here. Time for
reading newspapers or engaging with technology in general is not a continuous
“anytime”. When in transit from A to B, time unfolds in different “Tempos”. There
is time when (almost) no active involvement is required from the commuter in order
to reach his or her main goal, going from A to B. This is when the commuter is more
likely to engage in activities such as reading a newspaper or consuming media in
general. And there is time when tension unfolds and his/her active involvement is
required, as he/she needs to get ready to change from one situation to the next. This
is when reading is interrupted, personal possessions are gathered together, and the
commuter needs to negotiate his or her way in or out of the carriage. Media is then
consumed in a discontinuous manner. Often in short spurts, especially on the Tube.
The consumer has often to quickly pick up where he stopped. Technology to be used
on the Tube in general should then be designed to afford being carried in a way that
allows the user to rapidly resume the consumption where it was left before. Context
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aware ubiquitous content should also allow to quickly pick up from where
consumption was interrupted.
The last time-related aspect observed during my fieldwork on which I would like
to comment is the simultaneity (Jaureguiberry, 2000; Perry et al. 2001) when
performing different activities. There is a layering of activities that goes against the
linearity on the one-dimensional notion of time flow. On the train, reading a
newspaper is often performed while using the phone either to have a conversation,
to text, or to check email.
Time when commuting has special connotations. We have seen how commuters’
temporality is conditioned by the setting in which commuting takes place. Time
units are set by the distance between stops, and everything occurs in two different
tempos.

5.5.

Conclusion

Throughout this chapter, I have explored the uses and meanings constructed by
the commuters around the consumption of free newspapers. We have seen how free
newspapers can act as a link between commuters and a platform for interaction. I
have suggested they are a physical visible symbol representing the commuting
community. After reflecting on the two aspects of the commuting experience, the
special kind of collectiveness and the civil inattention that commuters are obliged to
pay each other, I have exposed how newspapers are shared and used following these
rules. We have also seen how these same free-papers are an instrument to achieve
observing “civil inattention” and how while doing so, the space that surrounds them
is transformed. Last, I have reflected how time reckoning on the Tube is conditioned
by the setting in which it takes place and makes perfect sense in itself.
In what follows, I will conclude this study by indicating how its findings can
inform the consumption of media when mobile and expose issues related to
ubiquitous content and ubiquitous access to content. I will also draw more direct
implications for the design of technology and interactive systems to be used on the
Tube.
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CHAPTER 6.

IMPLICATIONS FOR DESIGN

In this chapter, I discuss the concrete implications that the findings presented in
both the Data chapter and the Analysis chapter have for the design of mobile
technology and content. I present aspects of commuting that need to be understood
when designing mobile content. I also suggest design recommendations for
technologies that would support mobile content. Last, in order to illustrate these
implications I present a model of ubiquitous digital pads inspired both in Weiser’s
ideas (1991) of ubiquitous computing and the results of this research project.
It is worth noting that when writing this chapter I have decided to develop only
the more concrete points, discarding arguments that could be perceived as having a
more subjective or anthropological interpretation, such as, for instance, how the
“Imagined community” of commuters/free newspapers’ readers could inspire digital
communities. However, I believe that these concrete implications should not be
taken as a stand-alone list of indications. They should be considered as an “aid” to
inform design that might well be inspired by other aspects of my research.

6.1.

Designing for commuting

The social rules that govern commuters’ behaviour date back from the
beginnings of railway travel. They are both firmly rooted in decades of experience
and still very valid today. Technology helps commuters to follow these norms. It is
used as an aid to pay each other civil inattention and to claim privacy and personal
space. At the same time, these social norms are also observed in the use of
technology when commuting, as I have shown in the case of the sharing of
newspapers. All this suggest that designing technology and media content to be
consumed when commuting should take into account, and be inspired by, people’s
attitude when using public transport, avoiding in this way problematising mobility
and trying to find a solution for people’s behaviour on the go. In what follows, I will
present specific points to consider.
Commuting mood: designs to be used when “together but on our own” As I have discussed in the last chapter, the Tube is no place for collective
expressions of emotions or for social interactions that imply some sort of
acknowledgement of the other, or “doing things together”. This is reflected in the
way newspapers are consumed and shared. In general, any kind of technology or
media to be used on the Tube is going to be consumed in an atmosphere where
spontaneous interactions between strangers are unlikely to happen. This is an aspect
that should not be problematised as something negative to change when designing.
Instead, I suggest, it should be approached in a non-judgemental way, taken as a fact
of how things are and used as a point of inspiration.
If, when designing, we label this observable lack of interaction between
strangers as problematic and hence something to solve, we would go against the
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grain of a well-established social practice rooted in years of learned behaviour. We
run the risk of designing to fulfil an imaginary need, making a product unlikely to
succeed.
Other goals behind the use of technology: designs to help the user observe civil
inattention, gain privacy and claim personal space
When commuters are reading newspapers, they are not just keeping up with the
latest news. I have shown that they have other ultimate goals to meet; by reading a
newspaper they manage to pay each other civil inattention, they preserve their
privacy and claim personal space. Technologies to be used in the same mobile
context are consumed following the same set of social rules and thus will be more
readily adopted if they are designed with the need to fulfil these goals present.
Although this holds for any media to be consumed on the Tube, it is especially
relevant for the design of reading technologies such as e-books or tablets, with the
potential to replace newspapers. Designers should ask themselves how reading
technologies could be designed so that they provide a resource for demonstrable acts
of civil inattention and for claiming personal space. We have seen in chapter 5 why
traditional newspapers work so well to help the commuter achieve these goals. Not
only do they provide a portable source of involvement, but also, because of their
dimensions and physical properties, they allow the users to physically cocoon
themselves and claim their share of space. On the other hand, when a less
technological medium is replaced by a more technological one, it is tempting to try
to replicate its features. New media are unlikely to succeed in replicating some of
the affordances of paper. However, they have other properties designers should take
full advantage of in order to help users to fulfil their goals.
Designs for Tube time/train time
In chapter 5, I described how on the Tube, time and distance are measured in
relation to the number of stops to the destination. The time between two stops is in a
subjective way, the commuter’s unit of time. This unit of time is, in general, the
length of the commuters’ attention span when travelling and consuming media.
Therefore, it should be factored into the design of mobile technology, and it is also
relevant for the design of content to be consumed on the go. I will reflect on this
point in more detail later.
We also need to consider how, in contrast, on the train, the units of time for
consuming media are longer, as in general there is more distance between stops.
More comfort and more time means that the commuter can engage, in a more
intense way, in activities that require some concentration, such as work related tasks
on laptops, or watching TV/DVD.
Practical considerations regarding the design of mobile technologies.
As I pointed out in chapters 4 and 5, reading while doing something else seems
to be common practice among commuters. Newspapers are read while interleaving
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with other tasks such as texting, eating, conversing on the phone etc. This
observation can be extended to the consumption of media on any other mobile
platform. Thus, technology consumed on the go has to be designed to allow and
support multitasking, as often multiple activities are carried out almost
simultaneously.
Also, because media is often consumed in short spurts, with frequent pauses and
in several postures, personal devices should be designed to allow to be easily
transported and taken out of bags and placed back in them. Immediate activation of
a display and access to interactions is a feature to consider in order to emulate the
immediacy of access to a newspaper’s content.

6.2.

Creating ubiquitous content

Context aware content: Content ready to be accessed and consumed
Providing context aware content is one of the first steps towards the ubiquitous
consumption of digital content. However, context awareness does not mean just
content tailored to be consumed with this or that device. It is not just about
providing different versions of content ready to be consumed on the different
platforms such as smart-phones, note pads or laptops. It can go further by being
always ready and adequate for the setting where it is going to be consumed.
Traditional paper format news cannot adapt to the different environments where
they are read. Free newspapers are tailored to be consumed while commuting, while
some bigger format papers content seems more adequate to be read elsewhere. By
contrast, digital content, being dynamic, can offer this adaptation to the setting,
which is in my view a distinctive advantage over traditional content. Recent
advances in location-aware platforms make this adaptation of the content to the
context feasible.
In chapter 4, I pointed out that the content published by free newspapers is
selected by taking into account the mood of the readers at the particular time of the
day they travel. Morning papers include more news, while evening papers publish
more celebrity gossip, catering for a more playful and relaxed mood. Digital content
can be discriminated and filtered in this way, without any intervention from the
user’s part.
The layout of free newspapers, the length of articles and the organization of
content are tailored so the papers can be read in short spurts, catering in this way for
a variety of circumstances common when mobile. For instance, we have noted
before how the time between stops is the commuter’s “unit of time”. The commuter
might only be able to read for a few minutes, and might not be able to focus deeply
on the reading, as he or she has to keep checking every time the train stops in order
not to miss his or her destination. Short, easy to read articles respond well to this
need of checking one’s stop. Digital content should also be tailored in this way,
allowing for its consumption in the most limiting conditions. However, unlike its
paper counterpart, digital content is dynamic, so different possibilities can be
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offered for different settings, allowing for instance a version to be consumed in
Tube circumstances and another in the often more comfortable and relaxed
atmosphere of the train.
Free newspaper’s content then comes tailored to be consumed in a mobile
context, and also importantly, it comes ready to be consumed. Commuters do not get
a big thick newspaper and thin it out by only picking up the easiest, shortest and
more interesting bits to read on the Tube. Their paper comes ready for the Tube. In
terms of digital content, it is important to realise that often commuters might not
have the time nor the conditions or the mood to look for the right content. Tailored
digital content has to be easily available with minimal intervention from the
commuter: it must be ready to be consumed.
Disposable content
A remarkable feature of free newspapers is that they can be disposed of at
almost any time. If the user does not longer find them useful, they can be left behind
for somebody else to read, or taken to the nearest bin. Commuters do not have the
obligation to carry them along with their other possessions for the whole day. This
disposability contrasts sharply with the high value of newspapers’ digital
competitors, such as e-books and tablet computers. The user of a digital reading
device has paid a relatively high price for it. He or she has to carry it along possibly
for the day, and treat it as a valuable possession. This contrast is, in my view,
something important to consider. Further research, possibly in the form of user
studies, should be carried out to investigate whether the added benefit of dynamic,
interactive content out-weights the disadvantage of carrying another valuable.
Infrastructural issues: a model for the distribution of digital content
Looking at how free newspapers content is being accessed and distributed, it is
remarkable how newspapers are distributed across different points in the “flow” of
commuters. Commuters have access to their content at the setting, without having
practically to stop or to take any sidesteps. This network of distribution points
guarantees that once in the Underground trains, there are enough copies so
commuters that do not come with their own copy can reuse them. Papers are then
passed from one user to the next, following the practices and social rules that we
saw in chapters 4 and 5.
In what follows, I take inspiration from this model of distribution of free
newspapers and on Weiser’s vision of ubiquitous computing (1991) to present some
ideas about how digital content, such as, for instance, a digital version of a free
newspaper, might be distributed to be consumed on the Tube.
Electronic pads such as the ones described by Weiser (1991), similar to e-books,
could be acquired at the entrance of the Tube. They could be picked up at
distribution points similar to the ones where today’s copies of freepapers are
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acquired12. They would be displaying content ready to be consumed and tailored for
the Tube, using a recipe specifically designed for commuters, as is the case with the
content of free newspapers today. News would have the right length and pieces of
information would be selected taking into account the different moods of commuters
at different times of the day. Commuters would be able to carry the pad along the
transport network while using it, being free to abandon it at any time and almost any
place within the boundaries of the Tube infrastructure. Others would come and pick
up the used pad, sharing in the same manner as free newspapers are being shared
today. There would be no point in taking the pads outside the Tube, as they would
not work outside the Tube limits.
Problems of access to digital ubiquitous content inside the carriages could be
solved through the use of proxy storage on the trains for instance, making digital
content available when for reasons of mobility the ubiquitous content server was
unavailable.
Pads can be made as light as possible but with a size big enough to somehow
emulate the use of free newspapers and help the commuter fulfil the goals of
observing civil inattention and claiming personal space while using them.
The problematic contrast between the disposability of free newspapers and the
high value of technological solutions would be solved, as the commuter would not
have to purchase the e-pads. Also, importantly, the e-pads would be left behind after
using them, emulating in this way the use of free newspapers.
In terms of generation of revenue for newspapers’ publishers, could this
ubiquitous digital content still be free of charge for commuters? The decline in the
revenues from advertising is of concern to newspapers publishers, and raises serious
questions about the established business model. As it is the case with the digital
versions of “paid for” papers, it does not seem very likely that free papers are going
to stay free for much longer. How could newspapers generate revenue using this
digital pad model on the Tube?
Access to content through pads could be paid for by some sort of micro payment
system. For instance, as was also proposed by Weiser, users could have a digital
nickname that they could use instead of having to introduce card numbers etc. and
be given access and payment discounted from their credit when entering their
nickname. Another possibility would be the use of Oyster cards to process payment,
reducing considerably the effort demanded to tackle payment of content. After
paying, the users would have access to this ready to be used, specifically tailored
content to be consumed in the setting. Perhaps an on-line version of the paper could
still be offered for free, to be accessed through laptops and other forms of mobile
computing in places where this is possible.

12

Note that this model of distribution presents a scenario perhaps feasible in 5years time, once the
cost of portable tablets has gone down sensibly.
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Another possibility to generate revenue would be trading privacy for content.
The digital trail that the user leaves behind can also provide a picture of the user’s
behaviour that can be used by media companies and advertisers to deliver relevant
content.
Advertisement could also take on new forms taking advantage of the
opportunities that a mobile context brings. Newspapers publishers might rethink
how they integrate advertising with the kind of practices observable on the Tube and
described in this study. “Time reckoning when commuting” is, for instance, a
possible area to think about in the advertising realm, based on the results of my
fieldwork. By way of example, advertisers could sponsor some form of digital
announcement to appear on the commuters screen indicating the next stop coming,
performing in this way a service to the passenger and communicating their message
to the commuter precisely in a moment where he or she is more prone to take a
pause.

6.3.

Conclusion

In this chapter, I have exposed some of the implications that the results of my
fieldwork can have for the design of mobile technology and digital content.
I have shown how designing for commuting should consider the mood and
social rules observed when travelling. Designs should help the user to accomplish
the goals of observing civil inattention, gaining privacy and claiming personal
space.
Designers should consider the subjective perception of time and distance on the
Tube. I have pointed out other practical considerations such as the way in which
media is consumed when mobile: in short spurts and interleaving with other tasks.
I have also reflected on the importance of providing digital context-aware
content, tailored to the setting and ready to be consumed.
Last, I have introduced a model of digital e-pads in order to illustrate how a
system for the distribution of digital content for commuters can be inspired by the
results of my fieldwork.
In the next and last chapter I will briefly summarise my study and reflect on its
contribution to HCI, limitations, and future work to be carried out in this area.
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CHAPTER 7.

CONCLUSION

In this study, the uses and practices around the consumption of printed media in
the London Transport Network were investigated. In particular, the study focused on
the consumption of free newspapers on the Tube and commuting train lines. The
project aimed to contribute to the study of the use of ubiquitous technology in a
mobile urban context by analysing closely a widespread activity within the London
commuting network. An ethnographic approach was taken, applying methodological
observations of behaviour to commuters travelling on the Tube and trains. A total of
210 individuals were observed and descriptions of their behaviour written down in
the form of ethnographic description. Additional information from sources such as
newspapers exemplars, National Readership surveys and profiles, were used to
complement and support the data collected. The data were analysed using grounded
theory, as explained in chapter 3.
In what follows, this chapter summarises the findings resulting from my
research, its contributions to the HCI community and the gaps addressed.
Additionally, it discusses the limitations inherent to this project and outlines
possibilities for future work.

7.1.

Limitations of this study and future work

This research project was concluded over two summers, 2009 and 2010. The
collection of data was carried out during the summer of 2009. Thus, this study
reflects the state of the newspapers industry at that time. Some information might
then no longer be accurate by the time the dissertation is concluded. For instance,
London Evening Standard became a free evening newspaper over the winter 2010. I
do not consider that those changes affect the result of the study. Accordingly, I have
opted to remain loyal to the data as they were collected a year ago, although I do
acknowledge that some information might be considered inaccurate at present.
Although not a limitation in itself, I consider important to highlight the localised
nature of this study that comes with the use of ethnographic methods. The data were
collected within the London public transport network. It cannot be assumed that the
findings presented here can be extrapolated to a similar mobility context in other
countries, as factors such as need of personal space, disposition to talk
expontaneously with strangers, staring at others etc. are highly cultural and
localised.
The research methodology applied to collect data consisted basically on
methodological observations of behaviour, complemented with sources of written
data such as published readership rankings, surveys and exemplars of newspapers.
Although it was considered not feasible for reasons of time, volume of data and
need for additional ethical clearances from London Underground, a more in depth
ethnographic research would have benefit from other sources of data collection, to
include commuters and other stakeholders’ views.
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A follow up study would include participant observation in its traditional form,
where the researcher complements the insights gained from observing and becoming
part of the community with in-depth interviews and other sources of data collection,
such as focus groups and surveys. Among other issues, a full ethnographic study
would convey a picture of commuters and other stakeholders’ views on the
consumption of ubiquitous content and their contribution on its generation, as well
as their attitudes towards the use of digital platforms in a mobility context.

7.2.

Key findings and contributions to HCI

The present study intended to uncover the social and cultural practices elicited
by the consumption of free newspapers. It focuses on free newspapers because, as
they are ubiquitous and pervasive on everyday commuting life, they represent a
good example of the consumption of media in a mobile urban context. By applying
ethnographic methods of data gathering and analysis, it aimed to contribute to the
study of the use of ubiquitous technology in a mobile urban context, a context
notoriously difficult to observe and impossible to reproduce in a laboratory setting.
Although many are the studies focusing on mobile devices in HCI, with a few
exceptions, they seem to be lacking a deep understanding of how the context of
mobility influences the consumption of media. This project, solidly grounded on
Social Sciences theory, bridges this gap. It shows how a well-established and
ubiquitous technology is used conforming the norms that govern commuting
behaviour. A form of technology that, at the same time, has been adopted as an
instrument to comply with those rules. It provides an example of how other forms of
technology might evolve in a similar context. It presents a view of commuters
considered as a community that behaves following their own set of rules: the social
norms that regulate the commuting experience and that have been consistently
acquired throughout years of travelling together. As it was exposed in chapter 5,
commuters travel “together but on their own”, paying each other what Goffman
called “civil inattention”. In this context, any collective expression of emotion and
any form of direct interaction are unlikely to happen. Free newspapers are used
following these norms, and at the same time, serve as instruments for observing the
rules. By reading a newspaper, commuters are able to achieve their goals of paying
each other civil inattention, preserving their privacy and claiming their own personal
space. This holds for any personal technology used while travelling. Thus, this study
exposes those goals showing how they are fulfilled through well learned social
practices, stressing their importance when designing solutions related to the access,
distribution and consumption of ubiquitous content.
The most immediate and observable findings of this study were described in
chapter 4. From my account of how free newspapers are used, carried and disposed
of on the Tube and trains, it can be appreciated that many of their uses and practices
are linked to the affordances of paper. These properties of paper are unlikely to be
replicated by any tablet computer. Nevertheless, those properties serve a purpose:
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they allow users to fulfil their goals. Goals that should be considered carefully when
designing devices for the consumption of media when mobile, and raise several
questions that deserve further research. To name a few of these considerations:
given that commuters normally find their free newspaper on their route and dispose
of it once read as it holds no value, how likely are they to be willing to carry with
them every morning an extra valuable that needs to be protected against thief,
weather and other potential threats? How easy to use are those devices in normal
commuting conditions? Can users still successfully read when standing on a
crowded carriage or platform, perhaps whilst holding their other belongings? Can
they still multitask while reading, for example, eat and text at the same time? This
study serves as a source of inspiration and reflection, underlining the need for
further user studies carried out in a real context in order to determine potential
usability problems and identify design opportunities to meet commuters’ goals and
behaviour.
From a methodological point of view, this project sets up a model to follow for
studying “live” consumption on a mobility context, involving real users in real
situations. It provides a close analysis of an activity that takes place in an
environment that heavily influences the user and that is always changing, sometimes
abruptly. This analysis emphasizes the importance of dynamic context changes that
are central to the actions of people moving, and thus very relevant when designing
technologies to be used “on the move”. It is hoped that it will serve as inspiration for
future studies of mobility within the HCI community.
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Appendix I - Other sources of data

ABCs: National daily newspaper circulation
http://www.guardian.co.uk/media/page/abcs2009.

2009

–

Available

online

at:

NRS Readership Estimates – Newspapers and supplements – Apr 08 – Mar 09. Available
online at http://www.nrs.co.uk.
Readership profiles. Available online in newspapers websites. E.g. Guardian reader profile
available online at http://www.guardian.co.uk/advertising/demographic-profile-of-guardianreaders.
www.metro.co.uk
www.tfl.gov.uk
www.yougov.co.uk
www.mediaweek.co.uk
www.pressgazette.co.uk
www.nmauk.co.uk
www.inpublishing.co.uk
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Appendix II – Sample of fieldnotes

Pilot Observations: 9:55am to 12:45pm 2/6/2009
Observations carried out 1st on train from Sevenoaks to London,
departing at 9:55 am. Method used: Random Interval on spot
observations/ continuous observations, focusing on single
individuals but also groups as focal points.
There were no metro papers left at station.
Is a warm sunny day. The train is quite full, but there are still
seats available. I seat in the middle section of the carriage, in a
three seats row, with three seats facing me.
In train: Subject 01, seating in front of me, male in his 40s,
smartly dressed, looks like a city worker, perhaps lawyer. Carries
a briefcase. Reading Daily Mail. He is invading the space
corresponding to the seat next to him and also the corridor. Seems
difficult to read without opening your arms.
Subject 02: Seating next to me. Male in his forties. Well dressed.
Has a copy of London Metro paper, very creased and folded. He
stops reading constantly to check his email or text in blackberry.
While playing with his phone, leaves paper on his right knee.
At some point, 02, who was carrying a paper bag with food in it,
starts eating a sausage bagel, while reading his paper. The paper
is still on his right knee. He keeps going from paper to phone
constantly.
From where I am sitting, I can see also another person reading a
paper, subject 03. Also in his forties, he is reading a copy of “The
Times” and seems to be falling asleep over paper. What he is
really doing is leaning towards the corridor, as somebody else
sitting next to him, also with a paper needs to stretch his arms
over his head to be able to pass a page a fold the paper while
reading. I can’t see the person, but I saw his arms and the paper
surfacing over the seats in front of them!
Now subject 02 has finished the paper, but he is still texting. From
where I am sitting, I can’t see more papers but I can hear the
noise that it makes when somebody passes a page or folds the
paper. I can also hear the noise of 02’s thumb when texting. From
time to time, s.o. picks up a call and talks on the phone. Most of
them seem to be business calls. Businessmen talking to their PA?
At this time of the day, most of the people in the carriage are male
40-50’s, probably going to work or to meetings. There is also a
retired couple, probably in their 70’s. 05. They seem to be
travelling and not commuting, as they are carrying suitcases. They
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have a paper too, but folded and left on the table, under her
handbag.
We are approaching London Bridge now, and I wonder how many
people will take their papers with them.
01 has finished reading and folded the paper in two. He puts the
paper on the seat next to him.
02 Keeps texting, with paper over his knee.
05 puts paper inside bag, still without reading it.
03 stands now, still reading “The Times”.
01 and 02 are both using their phones now (texting or emailing).
They both put papers in their bags. O2 collects another paper from
the floor on his way out, he gives it a quick glance and puts it in
the bin by the door.
I move nearer the doors to see well. There is a copy of “The
Times” left over seats near door. The supplement magazine lying
on the floor under seats.
06, woman with a bike, (40s, shorts, short hair, glasses, casual
dress) seem to be reading the paper that 02 has binned. The
Guardian Jobs. She is standing by the door, next to the bin.
07 passes by, on his way out. I haven’t seen him before. Male, in
his 20’s, small beard, black hair. Casual dress. He is carrying a
backpack and listening to the music. On his right hand he has
what looks like a Bible or a Coram, religious book (white leather
cover, golden filleted pages, he is closing it marking the page, and
puts it back in the backpack.
08, old person. Reading book.
I change seats again to see well. From here I can see clearly that
the bin is full of papers. Meanwhile, 06 is getting ready to leave
the train. She is on the phone now, and takes the paper with her.
She folds it and puts it inside one of the bags attached to her bike.
Train is entering Charing Cross station now. I can see cleaning
personnel coming out of another train. 09. Cleaning guy, with a
plastic transparent bag full of newspapers and rubbish. He is not
carrying two bags, one for general rubbish and another one for
papers, just one. He also carries a few newspapers in his hand (for
keeping?).
When walking out towards the gates, I look through the windows
inside the other carriages, I can see quite a few newspapers lying
around over seats and tables. More cleaning personnel is waiting
for everybody to come out of train. They carry the same
transparent plastic bag.
I am at the station now. Is 10:42. I take a few pictures of the
containers where newspapers pile up for people to pick up. They
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are almost empty, and the ones that have some left look very
untidy. As if people would put in it used papers back?. I decide to
sit and look around the station for a bit. On my way to the seats, I
spot an old couple seating and waiting for their train. The man
(10)has a folded paper on his left hand, and a pen in the right one.
He is probably doing the crosswords while waiting for train.
I find a seat, next to burger king. Somebody sits near me, leaving
a seat between us. 11 . male, young, 20’s, dark hair. He is
carrying a metro paper, folded in two. He leaves after a couple of
minutes, leaving paper behind over seat.
Just in front of me, another cleaning guy (11), pushing a trolley,
stops to talk to somebody and leaves the trolley parked there.
People approach him with their rubbish to bin it, as they are no
bins in the station.
I spot 12, male in his 20’s, sitting nearby in front of me, reading
metro briefly. He leaves after a few seconds, putting paper in his
briefcase.
I see paper on the floor, next to seats.
11 is just a couple of m from the paper next to me, but he fails to
spot it, and leaves pushing his trolley.
A train is coming now. I try to spot people carrying papers, but it
is very difficult with so many people coming out at the same time.
I can see people carrying paper under the arm, folded in two,
some others folded in four. Others carry it grabbing it with two
fingers, hanging. I see somebody coming out the gates, still
reading. A couple of people standing and waiting, with newspaper
folded in 4, doing cross-words?.
I am going to try and do a more detailed observation focused on
one person now. 13. I see a lady on her 40’s, black, short hair, ok
dressed, carrying a small handbag under her arm and folded
newspaper, in two, under her right arm too. The paper looks new.
She sits in one of the lateral seats. She starts reading the front
page first, stopping frequently to look up at the train platforms.
(waiting for her train, waiting for somebody?). She also looks
around, so perhaps she is waiting for somebody. She skims
through paper, looking up and around constantly, seems very
distracted, not really reading. She wears glasses, but don’t see her
taking them out to look up far away, so I don’t think they are
reading glasses.
14 seats by her side. Male in his 20’s, reading metro. He keeps
looking up and down too. He seems to be in a hurry. He folds
paper in two, puts it under his arm and leaves with it.
13 seems to be getting impatient. She puts her jacket over left
shoulder, but keeps reading/looking at paper. She doesn’t fully
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open her paper, only a little. Sometimes up to 90 degrees, L
shape.
I spot a lady in her 50’s, reading the telegraph, sitting opposite
the platforms. 15. She wears glasses. She does the same L shape
with paper when reading.
11 passes by with his trolley, but still doesn’t spot paper next to
me. In the meanwhile, someone else without paper has sat next to
paper, drank a coffee and left some rubbish over paper. I wonder
if 11 job only involves only waiting for people to approach him
with rubbish!
Looking at posture now, mini diagrams of 13 and 15.

13 seems to leave now. She stands up, walks around, folds paper
in two and takes it with her. She is meanwhile using her phone,
texting perhaps. (Must be waiting).
Someone sat on seat with paper and rubbish, but moved them to
seat next to me. 11:06.
I spot 16, young lady sitting next to 15. She is reading a
magazine, folded in three, and holds it very close to her face.
13 is on the phone now, walking around carrying paper folded in
two, grabbing it with left hand. She sits, and she puts paper and
handbag on her lap. She secures them with arms while using both
hands to use her phone. She is looking at her phone, then texting?
Meanwhile, 15 has stopped reading. She supports paper with right
knee, takes her glasses off and looks up to the train boards. She
keeps the paper unfolded, grabbing it with two fingers of left hand
while supported over right knee. She plays with her glasses , right
hand.
It is 11:13 and the rubbish/paper is still next to me. I am going to
leave to the tube now.
Before going in the tube station, I take more pictures of the piles
of papers, again very messy and almost empty.
In the tube. Northen Line, North bound. 11:20. Is not rush hour,
so platform is not busy. Nobody seems to be carrying newspapers.
I can see a paper left on a seat in the platform. A cleaning guy
comes and picks it up, bins it. There must be around 30 people
waiting now, nobody is reading. Train is approaching the platform.
I got in. I choose a random seat. Next to me there are 3 papers on
the seat. I spot two more lying on the floor nearby. They are all
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metro papers. It is very hot, I am just seated in front of the
heating or something. Lots of hot smelly air coming out of it. It
feels dirty. I can see 4 people reading. One of them (17) leaves at
the next stop, leaving paper behind. The guy in the seat next to it
picks it up (18). (19) comes and picks up a copy from the seat
next to me. There are two other people reading paid newspapers.
(20) and (21).
20 gets off taking his paid newspaper with him but leaving metro
behind.
Meanwhile, I spot somebody sitting next to me doing a “to do” list
that included “doing washing up”…. Somebody else (22) comes
and picks up paper from my side now.
Looking at the way they are holding papers while reading now. 21
is sitting half twisted body, extended left arm supported
horizontally along seat, invading adjacent seat. He is holding the
paper with both hands, opening it around 90 degrees. 22 is sitting
straight,
opening paper almost 180 degrees, with elbows
supported by armrests.
To hold and read a paper, it seems like almost everybody seeks to
support at least one elbow either against own body, armrest, back
of the seat.
21 leaves now, carrying his paid newspaper with him.
A boy around 10 sits next to me. 23 He is reading a sports
magazine for children, one of these ones that come with a pressie.
He keeps invading my seat and his mum, sitting next to him,
keeps pulling his hand, his elbow, his feet..whatever is on my seat
trying to keep him contained to his space.
18 gets off leaving paper behind on seat. 24. A girl on her 20’s
comes in and picks up 18’s paper.
Guy next to me is really creasing paper while reading. He leaves at
the next stop, leaving paper behind over seat.
We are in Chalk Farm now. Scary guy leaves his paper on seat
too. Somebody else sitting in corner leaves paper on seat.
The train is half empty now. 24 is still reading her paper. I can
spot another paper now folded between glass and last seat. 4
papers over seat, 3 still on the floor. Nobody picks up the papers
on the floor.
2 others that were reading papers, are now with their eyes closed,
papers folded on lap.
23 is playing with toys from magazine, no reading any more, and
looking around.
I spot 25. Boy, early twenties, Reading a book, leaning back
against wall, listening to music while reading. He holds his book
with the right hand, and supports upper arm against body.
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Golden green, 24 leaves and takes paper with her. Now that the
train is over ground, people are using their phones. Looking at
them, texting, making calls. 26 comes in, listening to music and
carrying paper. She sits and reads paper, paper open wide over
lap. She takes a call while still reading paper. Folds paper before
leaving, while holding phone and handbag, and puts it in plastic
carrier bag. Then leaves.
They must be 8 papers now on my side of the carriage. End of the
line.
The cleaners come in and take papers away.
I am in empty train now waiting to depart. The cleaners are
cleaning when I get in. they are cleaning the poles with a yellow
cloth, but as people start getting in the train they don’t finish their
job and leave.
There are 5 passengers now in carriage. One man at the opposite
side reading Daily Mail (27), A girl in her twenties texting (28), A
lady in her 50’s takes a book out of bag and starts reading (29).
There are two more people in front of me, none of them reading
for now. I can’t see any papers in the carriage. (30) Lady in her
60’s, sitting at corner, looking who I look to other people. She
looks away when I look at her..
Note: people who carry bags, people who don’t . Where do they
carry papers, how many things they carry..
31 comes in, she is sitting next to me now, takes a mandarin out
of big black bag and starts eating. Nice smell.
I am in Colindale now. Two people in with copies of metro. 32, girl,
yellow top, small handbag and paper. Holding handbag against
chest, with paper on lap and elbow supported on armrest.
Hendow Central. More people in, with no papers. In front of me,
two men with briefcases. (33)One takes book out of it. Big book,
seems a catalogue. Perhaps he is an arquitect, by the look of the
book. He is ripping off pages and putting them in separate sleeve.
He is reading holding book with both hands, elbows supported by
armrests.
Brent Cross. 32 takes her phone out of handbag now and starts
texting. Leaves paper on lap, folded casually.
Golders Green. 29 leaves, carrying her big book, big 2l bottle of
water and handbag. She sits outside, has a drink. Still doesn’t put
book in bag.
34 (2 man with briefcase) keeps looking at me. He must be
wondering what the hell I am doing, what I am writing. I look
around the carriage and he observes me while I am looking. When
I look at him he looks down.
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32 is still texting, with paper on lap. 30 has her eyes closed now.
33 keeps reading, supporting book with both knees.
There are two more people sitting nearby with eyes closed, but not
asleep. 32 leaves now, taking paper with her.
30 opens her eyes now, and looks at me. I look and she looks
down.
Train in Candem now. 35 comes in, well dressed, very tidy. He
looks at the person sitting next to him (33). He carries a small
portfolio. He takes out a copy of FT, neatly folded in two. He starts
reading, without unfolding it.
33 puts book in briefcase, and looks briefly at paper on seat next
him, but doesn’t pick it up. Where is this paper coming from? I
didn’t see anybody carrying it.
36 sits by my side, reading paper, very creased paper. Paper over
bag, bag on lap.
I get off the train at Kings Cross, following girl with pink handbag
and paper, but she walks really fast and station really busy now. I
lost her. I am tired, and don’t see any papers around. So stopping
for now. 12:43.
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Fieldwork pictures
Free newspapers on London
transport network

Sharing newspapers on the train

Sharing on the tube

Demostratively engaged

Handling newspapers

And carrying them along

Things that commuters carry…

And what they leave behind

Littering?

